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ABSTRACT

Rights-based systems for controlling the use of marine resources
developed in many "traditional" societies of the world--notably
in the isolated island societies of the Pacific. These
"customary marine tenure" systems (CMT) have eroded or collapsed
in many societies since the development of economic and other
links with outside societies and economies. These collapses,
however, do not preclude the possibility of reinvigorating or
reestablishing modifications of these traditional systems in
order to attain various objectives of fisheries management,
including those associated with conservation, efficiency, and
equity. Customary marine tenure systems may also be valuable in
attaining some of the broader social and economic goals of
nations, such as those associated with cultural preservation and
economic development. However, because the social and economic
conditions underlying the original development of CMT systems may
be substantially different from current conditions, the form and
mechanisms of CMT systems may not be conducive to attaining
contemporary management objectives. Traditional management
systems should therefore not be protected merely for the sake of
cultural preservation. Rather, these systems may be
substantially modified to ensure that they continue to function
effectively. Codification of traditional law, for example, may
be important not only in providing an adequate degree of security
to fishing rights, but also in ensuring that CMT systems are
flexible enough to adapt to the rapid pace of economic
development.
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PREFACE

This report is based on work I performed as a "technical
assistant" from the University of Oregon Micronesia Program to
the Yap State Marine Resources Management Division, Federated
States of Micronesia. The position was funded by the University
of Oregon Micronesia Program and by the Yap State Department of
Resources and Development. The support of the staff members of

• both the University of Oregon Program and the Yap State Marine
Resources Management Division, as well as of the numerous
individuals who cooperated in the project is greatly appreciated.
Support was also provided in the form of review and comments from
the members of my graduate committee, Gilbert Sylvia, Courtland
Smith, and James Good, as well as from Susan Hanna--all of Oregon

• State University.

The body of this report was written as a follow-up to the project
in Yap, in which I was involved from June through November, 1991.
My primary task in Yap was to advise in the development of a
"Marine Resources Coastal Management Plan" for Yap State. My

• efforts were primarily directed towards issues having to do with
the management of the inshore fisheries resources of Yap proper
(the largest and most populous of the state's 16 islands, and
containing its administrative center). The work focused on the
status of the management systems used in "traditional" Yap, and
assessing how those systems might best be integrated with the
institutions of the state government. The final written product
of that work is attached here as an appendix, entitled "Reef
Fisheries in Yap Proper: Status of the Traditional Authority
Environment and Implications for Management."

The purpose of the remainder of this report--the main body--is to
examine more generally and on a broader geographic scale some of
the issues raised in the Yap project. With few exceptions, the
report is limited to examples from the islands of the tropical
Pacific, from which there is a substantial and growing body of
literature concerning the traditional management of marine
resources. The report relies heavily on examples from Yap.

The basic questions addressed in this report and in supporting
literature--should marine resources be privatized, and if so, to
what degree and how?--are questions being asked not only by
policymakers and fisheries managers in Pacific island states, but
in coastal nations throughout the world, including developed
western nations such as the United States and in Europe, where
"res nullis"--or no law--has governed management of marine
resources since the 1200s (Scott 1988). Many of the arguments
presented here, then, may be relevant to other regions of the
world, especially where artisanal and subsistence inshore
fisheries are important.

•
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1. INTRODUCTION

•	 "Problems of resource assessment and the enforcement of and
compliance with fisheries regulations have led many fisheries
officials to ask whether the widespread and increasingly well-
documented systems of community-based traditional fisheries
management, or customary marine tenure ("CMT") can serve as a
vehicle for locally adapted, decentralized fisheries management"

•	 (Hviding and Puddle 1991:1). CMT systems or components thereof
may provide models for management (e.g., specific management
strategies) and ready-made, easily-adopted institutional
frameworks within which management strategies can be administered
(e.g., institutions of tenure, and authoritative structures for
enforcement and dispute resolution).

This report addresses some of the important issues that should be
considered in the application of CMT systems to contemporary
resource management--whether it be the maintenance or
modification of existing systems, the reestablishment of
historical systems, or the introduction of CMT-like systems where

•	 none previously existed. The report is divided into three main
sections. The first two sections examine the potential benefits
that might be derived through the application of CMT systems.
The first (Section 2) addresses potential benefits associated
specifically with various objectives of fisheries management.
The second (Section 3) examines the potential roles of CMT
systems in attaining some of the broader economic and social
goals of a society or nation. Section 4 examines more closely a
few of the practical problems faced in applying CMT systems in
the modern environment. That is, how can these systems be made
to function effectively? A final concluding discussion (Section
5) provides a summary evaluation of the applicability of CMT
systems to contemporary management issues, and suggests
directions for future research.

The applicability of CMT systems to contemporary management has
been discussed in the literature in terms of possible advantages
these systems might offer with regards to various objectives of
fisheries management. These objectives, however, have often been
only vaguely described in much of the literature. Many
conclusions, therefore, have lacked credence. One reason that
explicit objectives have been lacking may be that the goals of
different nations, peoples, islands, and villages differ.
Discussions of these issues on the "worldwide" scale or the

0
	 "Pacific Basin" scale, then, requires that fairly fundamental and

universal objectives be addressed. A first task of this report
is to distill the variously stated objectives from the literature
into a few fundamental "generic" objectives on which subsequent
discussions can center. Section 2 discusses the potential
advantages of CMT systems within three categories of management

S	 objectives: "conservation," "efficiency," and "equity."
1
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While most of the discussions on the applicability of CMT systems
have centered on their suitability in terms of fisheries

• importance of CMT systems within larger contexts. For example,
management objectives, several authors have discussed the

it has been argued that CMT systems may provide the institutional
capacity to help guide economic development at the community and
even national and regional levels (see, e.g., Johannes 1981;
Johannes et al. 1991). This perspective has stemmed from the
recognition that CMT systems were inextricably linked to the

• entire structure of societies. Marine tenure systems were not
merely molded by the social, political, and economic dynamics of
a society, they also served to reinforce and/or alter the social
and political structures of a community. CMT systems have also
been viewed as key elements of the cultural integrity of
traditional societies. The preservation of CMT systems has been

• urged in order to preserve traditional lifestyles and to provide
a bulwark against negative social change (e.g., Cordell 1989).
The potential roles of CMT systems in these larger contexts are
briefly discussed in Section 3, but this report is directed
primarily towards some of the narrower goals of fisheries
management, as discussed in Section 2.

•
An important point revealed in the discussions of Sections 2 and
3 of this report is that the social conditions underlying the
development of CMT systems in the past are unlikely to be the
same as those present today, and in fact the two may be at odds
in several respects. The reestablishment of any CMT system may

• therefore require substantial modification in order to attain
contemporary management goals. A central challenge lies in the
integration of traditional rights-based institutions and
decentralized authoritative structures into the western-oriented
legal institutions of centralized governments. Several critical
issues in that challenge are discussed in Section 4 of this

• report. For example, it has been argued that codification of CMT
systems in state law would deprive those systems of their
inherent flexibility (e.g., Hviding and Ruddle 1991; Johannes
1978). But given that the authoritative power of traditional
leaders has in so many cases been effectively stripped by state
governments, what alternatives to codification are available that
can ensure that fishing rights are adequately secure and durable?

1.1 Terminology and Definitions

"Customary" versus "Contemporary:"
•

An important note concerns the use of tense in this report. I
have not attempted to rigorously define the words "traditional"
or "customary," although I have used the terms profusely (and
interchangeably) throughout the report. Part of my failure to do
so stems from similar failures in most of the relevant
literature. Another reason is that I do not want to give the

2
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idea that there is a clear distinction between "traditional" and
"modern." Many "traditional" practices still occur today,
usually in somewhat altered forms relative to various historical
periods. Many authors have emphasized the inherent flexibility
of traditional management systems and their ability to adapt to
socioeconomic changes occurring in the societies that developed
those systems. Indeed, the "collapse" of the numerous
traditional practices that have been observed and often lamented
in the literature could be viewed simply as a result of those
flexible systems having adapted themselves out of existence. In
the context of this report, particularly with regard to Pacific
Island nations, the most important aspect of the distinction
between "traditional" and "modern" has to do with the impacts of
contact with "the West"--a series of socioeconomic, political,
and technological changes that has been occurring at differing
paces throughout the Pacific Basin for about the last 450 years
(but especially during the last 100 years). The term "pre-
contact" is used in this report to refer to the period before
contact with European peoples.

Another practical aspect of the distinction between the
"traditional" and "modern" periods simply concerns whether the
practice is currently remembered. Many of the arguments in favor
of reinforcing or reestablishing systems of marine tenure center
on the advantage of installing systems that are based on
historical precedent. In this context, then, "traditional" might
refer to anything that is within the memory of society. It may
or may not be currently practiced. Anything beyond memory, or
prehistoric, may be irrelevant in this context, although not
irrelevant in terms of providing potentially useful "new" models
for management.

Rights, Property, and Ownership:

Many terms have been used in the literature to describe the
rights-based systems used by societies to control the use of
marine resources. "Customary marine tenure" (CMT) seems to be
the most common term emerging from the numerous studies in the

• Pacific Basin to describe these systems generally. The
definition provided here is derived from a definition provided by
Hviding (1989): CMT refers to the social institutions and
processes concerning control over access to marine resources,
where those institutions have evolved from traditional roots.
The term therefore describes not only fishing rights themselves,
but also the institutions and rules governing harvest and
distribution and the resolution of disputes and infractions.

Much of the literature on CMT systems and rights-based fishing
has been devoted to defining and describing the qualities of
"ownership" and various types of "rights" and "property."

• "Property rights, lawyers tell us, are a bundle of agreements

3
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dealing with human interaction" (Rettig 1989:56). The
discussions in this report provide little more definition than
this, and the vagueness is intentional. If an individual or

• group perceives and behaves as if it has some degree of interest
in or rights to the use of a resource--regardless of whether the
resource is tangible or not and regardless of whether the rights
are formal or informal--then that individual or group does in
fact have those rights, however trivial they may be. A similar
definition is provided by Neher et al. (1989:5):

"In the fishing context, the term rights refers to an
interest that a person or a collective can claim to have
in terms of access to a fish stock or to the harvest from
it. The interest may be recognized in common, stature,
or administrative law, or it may be a feature of a social
and political structure having no formal legal
framework."

In contrast with these loose definitions of property rights, the
term "ownership" was interpreted more strictly by Durrenberger
and Pallson (1987). They stated that "if there is to be
ownership, it must be created by the state" (ibid:518). This
interpretation is not adopted in this report. Rather,
"ownership" is defined here to simply describe the state of
possessing property rights (i.e, one with property rights is an
owner of property). It was stressed by Scott (1988) that
property rights are not discrete, on/off conditions. The degree
of ownership or interest in a property can be described as being
on a continuum. Individuals harvesting from a common property
resource, for example, have a very low degree of interest (and
thus ownership) in the resource'. Towards the other extreme,
individuals with exclusive, well-defined, easily-enforceable,
highly-secure property rights (i.e., "sole owners") in a resource
have a relatively high degree of interest.

Much of this report focuses on describing the degree of interest
held by an owner or collective of owners. This is central to the
discussion because the behavior of resource owners is a function
of their degree of interest. For example, an individual with a

1 Rettig (1989:56) tells us that "common property" is a loose
term that can refer to either "arrangements in which a community
has developed no guidelines restricting harvest of a resource (res
nullius)," or to "arrangements in which all members of a community

• can harvest the resource as long as they follow accepted procedures
for doing so (res communis)." The former definition is used here,
and the term "communal property" is used to refer to the latter
definition. Communal property is, therefore, farther up the
continuum towards sole ownership than common property, as the
owning community may exercise some degree of exclusivity over the

• resource, for example, perhaps by excluding outsiders.

4
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high degree of interest in a fishery is more likely to harvest in
a sustainable manner than an individual with a relatively low
degree of interest in the resource. Scott (1988) provides a list

• of six characteristics that could be used to describe the degree
of interest in a property: duration, flexibility, exclusivity,
quality of title, transferability, and divisibility. The
magnitude of each of these characteristics (e.g., as a percent of
the maximum or absolute) in a particular property collectively
gives an indication of the degree of interest in the property.

• This approach and several of these characteristics are used in
this report.

The term "privatization" is used here to describe any change in a
"bundle of agreements" that results in a shift up the continuum
towards sole ownership, but not necessarily arriving at absolute

• or sole ownership.

1.2 An Overview of CMT Systems

"Customary marine tenure" refers to any number of rights-based
•	 systems that have been applied to the marine resources of

societies around the world. These systems have been documented
for many societies in the Pacific Basin, such as in the volumes
edited by Ruddle and Johannes (1985; 1989), Ruddle and Akimichi
(1984), and Freeman et al. (1991). Cordell (1989) provides an
anthology of customary and contemporary management systems in
Oceania, Latin America, Japan, the Northwest Atlantic, and the
Northwest United States.

The emphasis of this paper is on the management of inshore
fisheries resources, particularly of finfish and shellfish
associated with coral reefs. Many CMT systems, however, deal

• with a broader array of resources, including navigational and
landing rights and the use of sand and coral (see, e.g.,
Taurakoto (1984) regarding Vanuatu).

CMT systems take various forms. The most commonly described type
of tenure controls access to particular geographical areas and

• have often been referred to as "territorial use rights in
fishing," or TURFs. Other types of tenure applied to the harvest
of fish include rights to particular types of habitat, particular
fishing gears and methods, particular species, and rights to fish
during certain seasons (see, e.g., Section 2.2 of Appendix
regarding Yap and Carrier (1987) regarding Ponam Island).

• Attached to these various rights may be rules of conduct
concerning harvest activities and obligations regarding
distribution of the catch. For example, Carrier and Carrier
(1983) describe the catch distribution rules followed by Ponam
Islanders that tends towards an egalitarian distribution of
wealth in fish among rights-holders, other fishing participants,

• and non-participants. Falanruw (1991) describes some of the

5
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rules of catch distribution in Yap. The nature of the
authorities that regulate these use rights, resolve conflicts,
and mete out punishments varies according to the political

• structure of the society, but are often hierarchical in nature
(see, e.g., Sudo (1984) and the appendix regarding Yap). The
types of censures and punishments meted out for infringement of
regulations ranged from community disapproval to the payment of
fines to corporal punishment (see, e.g., Ruddle (1988), and
Falanruw (1991) regarding Yap).

•

•

•

•

•
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2. APPLYING CMT TOWARDS FISHERIES MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES

• Fisheries-related objectives gleaned from the literature on CMT
systems might be distilled into the following three categories:

1) Protect/preserve marine resources (conservation)
2) Enhance or optimize the use of marine resources (efficiency)
3) Enhance or optimize the distribution of benefits derived from

• marine resources (equity)

Most of the literature has focused on the first two types of
objectives--conservation and efficiency. In most cases, however,
there has been no distinction between the two, and the umbrella
term "conservation" has been used to describe both--usually with

•	 little or no definition. The distinction stressed here is the
following: 1) Conservation means ensuring that the resource
still exists at some point in the future (where the definition of
"existence" and the time horizon might be further described
within specific management goals), and 2) efficiency means
enhancing the exploitation of the resource such that the stream
of yields and/or benefits moves towards some "optimum" (where
that "optimum" might be further defined within specific
management goals).

Objectives of conservation, efficiency, and equity are not
necessarily mutually exclusive. The criteria of a specified

O optimum with regards to efficiency, for example, might include
ensuring the "conservation" of the resource and the "equitable"
distribution of benefits.

Another sometimes important fisheries objective is to minimize
and resolve conflicts among fishermen or other user groups.

• While worthy of considerable attention, this objective will be
discussed only briefly in this report. Most conflicts probably
arise over equity issues. However, because the avoidance and
resolution of conflicts can be viewed as one component of the
"costs" of exploiting the resource, these objectives are treated
here under the category of efficiency rather than equity.

•
One can observe a range of objectives in the fisheries policies
of various states, and each of the stated objectives may be
subject to considerable interpretation. No attempt is made here
to describe what the "best" or most appropriate management
objectives would be. An important point stressed throughout this
report, however, is that any assessment of the potential value of
CMT as a management tool to a particular fishery, society, or
state must be done within the context of explicit, unambiguous
objectives.

•
7
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2.1 Conservation Objectives

"Conservation" as defined here really refers to preservation--be
• it of fish populations, fish communities, habitats, or

ecosystems. Johannes (1980:242) suggested that "stocks must not
be depleted." The 1982 South Pacific Declaration on Natural
Resources and the Environment states that "The resources of land,
sea and air...must be...safeguarded for the benefit of present
and future generations..." (Thomas 1989:7). A CMT system or some

• component thereof can be said to encourage conservation if it
results in an increased likelihood of the resource under
consideration existing at some point in the future.

Objectives regarding conservation of resources can be included
within efficiency goals--encouraging conservation is likely to be

• one aspect of encouraging efficiency. It is important to
distinguish between conservation and other efficiency goals,
however, because some management practices, including those
associated with CMT systems, may serve to conserve resources
without necessarily making efficiency gains. Abstinence from
fishing, such as via taboos on the consumption of particular

• species, for example, may serve to conserve those species, but
may not lead to an increase in landings, an increase in economic
rents, a decrease in risk of future landings, or any other
efficiency objective.

The remainder of this discussion of conservation objectives is
• left to the next section on efficiency goals. The terms

"efficiency" and "conservation" are used as defined above, except
in the cases of quoted literature, which in many cases have used
the term "conservation" to refer to other aspects of efficiency
besides the preservation of resources.

•
2.2 Efficiency Objectives

Efficiency objectives as defined here include such goals as
optimizing biological yields (such as maximizing sustainable
yields), optimizing economic yields (such as maximizing

•	 sustainable rents), or optimizing the combination of present
yields with future risks. One component of these optimization
goals that might best be addressed separately is that of
minimizing conflict among users of the resource.

One obstacle in evaluating the utility of CMT with regards to
• efficiency objectives is that many fisheries and other marine

resources are being managed under ill-defined or ambiguous
objectives, or without any goals whatsoever. As of 1984, the
federal fisheries "laws of most...coastal states in the South
Pacific say little on the subject of general conservation and
management objectives," leaving the content of these objectives

• largely to be defined by the fisheries administration (FAO

8
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1984:5). Exceptions include the Federated States of Micronesia,
Marshall Islands, Palau, and Australia, which specify in their
legislation the general management objective of "optimum
utilization." The degree of definition of "optimum utilization"
varies among the nations, but is typified by that of the Marshall
Islands, which defines it in terms of "maximum sustainable
yield...as modified by any relevant environmental, social or
economic factor" (FAO 1984:5). One of Yap State's "government
policy guidelines" is the following: "Conservation: Promote the
development of Yap's natural resources on a sustainable basis,
without affecting the quality of the natural environment more
than strictly necessary" (OPB 1991:pt1 ch2 pg4). Two relevant
goals of Yap's Marine Resources and Coastal Management Plan are
the following: "1) To maintain Yap State's marine resources and
coastal ecosystems in the best possible condition for future
generations. 2) To obtain the maximum environmentally
sustainable benefits from the multiple use of our coastal
resources for traditional, subsistence, and development
activities" (MRMD 1990:8).

Various interpretations of these objectives might result in
• different estimates of optimal levels of catch and/or fishing

effort. Objectives towards "maximum sustainable yield" are
likely to be described in terms of catch but not effort, although
effort would somehow be controlled in order to reach target
levels of catch. Prescriptions of economic yield would likely
express targets in terms of the level of fishing effort required

• to harvest the maximum sustainable yield.

Whatever the particular efficiency objectives in a fishery, there
are two key elements necessary to attain those objectives. The
first is the ability to control fishing effort. The second is
the ability to determine what level of catch or effort is optimal

• (or at least in which direction to go from present levels). The
roles of CMT in enhancing these abilities are discussed below,
and framed in the following two questions: 1) Can CMT systems
provide the means to limit fishing effort in the coral
reef/lagoon environment (e.g., by giving the incentive to do so)?
2) Can CMT systems facilitate the gathering and maintenance of

• the information necessary to know what the "optimal" fishing
effort would be?

2.2.1 Limiting Fishing Effort

• Much of the recent research into CMT systems has focused on the
ability of tenure systems to control access to marine resources.
The ability to limit fishing effort has been widely seen as a
requisite in generating rents from a fishery that would otherwise
be harvested at "open access equilibrium"--the level of fishing
effort toward which an unregulated fishery would tend, and at

• which the costs of harvest equal the benefits of harvest (Gordon

9
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1954)2. Under relatively high fishing pressure, the high level
of effort may depress the size of the stock(s) to the point where
the future viability of the stock(s) is threatened 3 . One

• possible way to limit fishing effort would be to institute some
degree of exclusive ownership over the resource. If the owners
of the resource perceive the benefits from exercising their
rights of ownership as outweighing the costs of doing so, and if
they have enough information to gauge the effects of various
levels of effort, they may limit their own effort and that of

• outsiders such that the capitalized value of the resource is
maximized. Or, as other authors have put it, they may act to
"conserve" the resource. Many CMT systems include components
that create some degree of exclusivity over the resource, thus
the interest by contemporary fisheries managers in CMT systems.
Johannes et al. (1991:3), argued that one value of CMT as a

• fisheries management tool is that it can "function as a form of
conservation measure by limiting effort and providing owners with
incentive to regulate their own harvest."

While it is clear that many traditional societies had "bundles of
agreements" that created some degree of exclusiveness over marine

• resources, it is less clear whether or not those systems served
to optimize the use of those resources in any way. An even more
difficult question is whether or not those systems were actually
devised in order to optimize use. One might argue that the
answer to the latter question is moot if CMT systems did indeed
serve to optimize use--whether it be from a conscious effort or

• merely as a "happy outcome." The distinction may be important,
however, because it may reveal whether or not the societies
exercising CMT possess a "conservation ethic". A society in
possession of such an ethic (for example, a society keenly aware
of the depletability of its marine resources) is more likely to
successfully adapt its institutions to changes in the biophysical

• and socioeconomic environments (such as an increase in the demand
for reef fish) than a society lacking this knowledge and
motivation. Further investigation of both these questions is
therefore worthwhile. The conclusions reached by various authors
working in different parts of the world have varied widely, as
illustrated below.

•

2 In this sense, excess fishing effort leads to "economic
overfishing," implying that the same or more benefits could be
generated with less inputs.

3 In addition to the threat of local extinction, the stock(s)
could be depleted to the point where the structure of the ecosystem
is "permanently" changed, leading to changes in the potential yield
of the fishery and the composition of the catch. This is sometimes

• termed "ecological overfishing."

10
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Referring to the development of reef and lagoon tenure systems
and other "conservation measures," Johannes (1978:350) reported
that "the natives of Oceania, knowing that their precious

• fisheries could easily be depleted, devised centuries ago a
variety of measures designed to guard against this eventuality."
And further, "most Pacific Island marine conservation measures,
when applied judiciously, serve the purposes for which they were
designed" (ibid:356). In describing indigenous fisheries
management in Alaska, Wheeler (1988) argued that indigenous

• management constituted functional self-regulating systems both
directed at and resulting in "conservation" and sustained yield.

Other authors have made slightly less emphatic conclusions:
Ruddle (1988:359) described the traditional inshore management
systems of the Pacific Basin as incorporating restrictions on

• fishing that "were clearly designed to conserve stocks." Other
restrictions, "many related to traditional religious beliefs,
also functioned coincidentally as conservation devices"
(ibid:359). "Fisheries management systems [of the Cook Islands]
often possessed either incidentally or consciously derived
benefits of ensuring a continuity of supply of exploitable

• stocks, or an equitable distribution of catches" (Sims 1989:329).
Sims went on to suggest that the decline of CMT may have been due
to: 1) the dramatic decline in human population and 2) the
introduction of new fishing technologies that allowed the
exploitation of a wider range of fisheries resources. These two
factors led to a decrease in fishing pressure, a decrease in the

• risk of stock depletion, and thus a reduction in the incentives
to maintain the tenure system. This argument suggests that CMT
was maintained, if not devised, in order to protect and/or
optimize the use of scarce resources. In fact, Sims noted that
only in certain valuable commercial pearl shell fisheries are
tenure systems still maintained.

•
A different situation was described for the effects of
traditional fishing practices on the inland fish fauna of Papua
New Guinea: Haines (1980:289) concluded that "Although people
did take measures from time to time intended to conserve fish
stocks, most conservation measures were in fact the unintended

• results of technological and sociological factors." The
rationale for "conserving" fish stocks in the first place is
unclear, however, as Haines (1980:280) says that "stocks probably
were never under heavy pressure in the past." Yet Papua New
Guineans were described as being "probably among the most
conservation-conscious people in the world." Assuming that this

• consciousness extended to their inland fisheries resources (the
subject of Haines' study), and assuming that they probably never
had experienced the depletion of stocks because they were never
under heavy fishing pressure, why would they have developed such
a consciousness of conservation? Is it not reasonable to assume
that people are unlikely to realize the limits of a resource if

• the resource is practically unlimited? Is resource scarcity a

11
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prerequisite to the development of CMT systems? The affirmative
was concluded by Dahl (1988:41), who argued that CMT systems
"will only be maintained to regulate relatively scarce

• resources." In terms of conservation and efficiency, the need to
control exploitation of plentiful resources is relatively slight
anyway. Still, exploration of this hypothesis may provide useful
clues as to the original intent of CMT systems and to the
feasibility of maintaining them in the contemporary environment.
If Dahl is correct, then one should be able to observe a

• correlation between resource scarcity and the existence of
rights-based fishing systems (and the degree of "interest," or
exclusiveness, in property systems). Unfortunately, only
anecdotal evidence is available to test this hypothesis. For
example, Swadling (1980:309) suggested that the apparent lack of
"traditional conservation policy" on the use of shellfish along

• the coastal villages of the Central Province of Papua New Guinea
could be explained by the lack of overexploitation in the past
(i.e., the lack of excessive fishing pressure)--a condition
suggested by archaeological evidence concerning shell middens.
Johannes (1989:89) reported that "In some parts of Oceania,
especially lightly populated coastal areas of Melanesia, marine

• resources have always existed in quantities surplus to the needs
of the local populations. In at least some such areas there is
little evidence of a marine conservation ethic, presumably
because people have never encountered empirical evidence that
their marine resources were susceptible to overexploitation."

• A corollary hypothesis to the one concerning the correlation
between resource scarcity and the existence of tenure systems is
that if CMT systems were devised to protect or optimize the use
of scarce resources, then one should be able to observe
relationships between the structure of CMT systems and ecological
factors. That is, there should be evidence that the system was

• designed to minimize ecological externalities--to maximize
enclosure of the resource. Several authors have searched for and
found no such evidence. Ruddle (1989:75), for example, reports
that:

"...nowhere does there appear to be relationship between
•	 patterns of sea tenure and ecological conditions. On the

contrary, the clear correlation is between sea tenure,
resource rights and social organization, with management
systems in the aquatic domain mirroring those on land."

This observation is echoed by Polunin (1984:275-276), who
• concluded the following:

"...although marine tenure exists in many areas, this
ownership is likely often to relate to factors other than
marine biological resources. Issues aside from fishing
were often at stake, rivalry within and between groups

•	 was frequently important, and even in an ecological model
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marine resources were not necessarily the factor
determining the carrying capacity of people. It appears
also that marine reserves were commonly a mere appendage

•	 of owned land, and that there was considerable
opportunism in their establishment."

Observations of the situation on the island of Yap suggest other
conclusions. Yap proper (a "high" island that is the largest and
most populous island of the state) has relatively abundant

• terrestrial resources, especially relative to coral atolls, such
as those making up most of the remainder of Yap State. However,
the human population on Yap has been estimated to have been as
high as 40,000 or more at some point during the pre-contact
period (OPB 1991), equivalent to about 400 people per square
kilometer of land and about 250 people per square kilometer of

• reef/lagoon. It might be presumed, then, that virtually all
resources of the land and reef were in high demand and thus
relatively scarce. Yap had highly developed CMT systems that
regulated the use of marine resources through, among other
mechanisms, exclusive rights to particular fishing areas and
seasons, particular fishing gears and methods, and particular

• species (see Appendix for further details and references). It
might seem reasonable to conclude that the level of
sophistication observed in Yap's CMT systems must have been
related to the degree of interest, or exclusiveness, of property
required to successfully manage such scarce resources. For
example, simple territorial rights may have served to adequately

• enclose relatively sedentary resources such as shellfish and
certain finfish. In order to effectively enclose more mobile
fish, however, other mechanisms would have been required. Rights
to particular species would have been one alternative. Further
investigation into the structure of fishing rights is needed to
reveal the relationships between Yap's CMT systems and ecological

• factors (e.g., whether or not rights to species tended to apply
to the more transient species), thus providing clues as to the
intent and function of those systems.

It may require thorough investigations to reveal the intent and
function of tenure systems in other societies, as well. The

• well-developed marine conservation ethic possessed by Palauans,
for example, was seen to be somewhat inconsistent with the fact
that the biological limits of Palau's reef system probably always
exceeded demand by a wide margin (Johannes 1981). Johannes
suggested that Palau's "conservation laws" may have developed
because military threats from enemies and/or bad weather may have

• discouraged fishermen from venturing far from shore, thus
increasing the scarcity of reef resources. These ideas suggest
other hypotheses regarding the development of CMT systems. It
may have been, for example, that not all reef resources, but only
one or a few key resources were scarce. Taurakoto (1984), for
example, describes the importance of canoe landing rights in

• Vanuatu. Landing rights, which are inherited, are important for
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some islands because their inhabitants must have access to the
mainland to farm its fertile soils. The means for transporting
commercially important goods such as copra are also important.

• Landing rights are also associated with coral and sand resources,
both used in construction. Control over landing rights, then,
may have served to control access to a host of other productive
resources. One could imagine other similar scenarios, such as
one in which one or a few particularly prized species of reef
fish are relatively scarce, leading to systems of control over a

• range of species, including relatively plentiful stocks.

Another hypothesis worthy of further investigation is that some
tenure systems were developed not because the resource was
scarce, but rather in order to make it scarce. For example, if
those with political power were able to establish exclusive

• rights over the resources of the reef--whether the resources were
already scarce or not, they may have been able to control access
to the resources and the distribution of benefits and thus been
able to reinforce and maintain the existing political order.
Panayotou (1989) suggests that such a politically-motivated
management system would be less responsive to management needs

• and less resilient to sociopolitical changes than a conservation-
motivated system. This may explain the current process of
disintegration of traditional systems.

Problems with Enclosure:
•

Regardless of the original intents and functions of CMT systems,
tenure systems must provide an adequate amount of exclusivity in
order to give resource owners the incentive to optimize effort.
Several authors have noted that territorial tenure systems do not
function effectively with regard to resources that migrate across

• territorial borders (e.g., Haines 1980; Johannes 1980; Johannes
and MacFarlane 1986). What sized territories would be required
to effectively enclose the various species found in a reef/lagoon
system? Even species that roam over a region no more than a few
feet in diameter during their entire adult lives, such as
bivalves and some finfish, may spend their larval periods as

• plankton many miles from any island or reef. Although these
recruitment processes may not be important with regard to the
danger of "growth overfishing," they may hinder the ability of
tenure systems to prevent "recruitment overfishing." Marine
tenure systems must somehow cope with the externalities
associated with territoriality, migration, and recruitment of
reef-associated species.

Johannes (1981) describes in some detail the migratory patterns
of numerous reef fishes in Palau, as observed and recorded from
local informants. Periodic migration patterns that involved the
gathering of large numbers of individuals in spawning

• aggregations--often beyond the outer reef--are ubiquitous among
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the species described. The confounding effects of these
migrations on the exclusivity of property rights is a function of
the frequency of migration and distances travelled. As reported
by Johannes (ibid), the frequency of spawning migrations is in
most cases most tightly coupled with lunar rhythms; substantial
seasonal variations were also noted. Little quantitative
information is available on travel distances. One anecdotal
example on Palau's blue-lined sea bream is illustrative, however.
The population density of this species was observed to be
relatively low on the reefs of Palau. This, coupled with the
observation of a large spawning aggregation, led Johannes to
guess that one spawning aggregation must draw its members from a
radius of at least several miles. Johannes also describes
migrations associated with semi-diurnal tidal rhythms and with
diel frequencies--particularly involving inshore-offshore
movements through reef channels and across reef flats. Long
distance seasonal migrations--some of which presumably involved
the circumnavigation of the island--were also reported for
species such as milkfish, barracuda, herring, mullet, and
unicornfish.

• The periodic migrations described above--even those occurring on
annual periods--can be classified as components of the
territoriality of reef fishes. That is, they describe the
"routine" periodic movements of reef fishes (even if they
describe movements beyond the confines of what ecologists
typically define as "territories"). Territoriality includes not

• only a spatial component, but a temporal one, as well.

Yet another possibly important externality is related to
relocations (termed "migration" here) of reef fishes. Habitat
preferences or the ability to compete for scarce shelters may be
a function of age or other factors, and some of the individuals

• of some species may occasionally relocate or "upgrade" their home
site or territory. Evidence indicating the importance of such
movements for various species is scarce, however (see Jones
1991). Storms or predation may also be important in shaping the
patterns of movement of reef fish, as scarce shelters are
occasionally opened up to competition among new recruits or

• juveniles and adults from other areas.

Given the high degree of movement suggested by the processes of
recruitment, territoriality, and migration briefly described
above, how effective can territorial rights be in enclosing reef
fishes? Regardless of the degree of mobility of reef fishes, the
fact that they are mobile at all tells us that in terms of
enclosure, the larger the territorial right, the better.
However, as will be discussed in Section 2.3, externalities in
the socioeconomic environment are such that smaller units of
ownership might be more effective, thus perhaps favoring smaller
territorial rights. The problem of determining appropriate sizes
of territorial rights is therefore an optimization problem (see
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Panayotou 1989), and substantial quantitative biological
information on the behavior of reef fishes and their communities
is required to find solutions 4 . Alternatively, and perhaps more

• cost-effectively, a more adaptive management approach could be
taken. That is, instead of waiting for the information from
biologists (e.g., on recruitment, territorial, and migratory
processes) and social scientists (e.g., on the relative values of
species and the socioeconomic dynamics of rights holding groups),
managers could simply implement experimental tenure systems and

• see how they work. Observations of the behavior of rights-
holding fishermen, such as those currently exercising traditional
rights, could provide clues as to the effectiveness of
territorial rights, even for individual species.

The externalities associated with geographical movements of fish
• point out the potential utility of other types of rights, such as

the rights to particular species exercised in traditional Yap.
In fact, if these other types of rights are important in coping
with the externalities associated with recruitment, migration,
and territoriality, then an attempt to reestablish territorial
rights without these other rights may prove unsuccessful.

In summary, there appear to be several plausible alternative
hypotheses to the one claiming that tenure systems were developed
and will only be maintained in order to regulate relatively
scarce resources. One implication is that the people who
developed and who are maintaining tenure systems may not

• necessarily possess a well-developed "conservation ethic"--they
may not practice these systems with the intent of protecting or
optimizing the use of the resources. A society lacking such an
ethic may therefore be less likely to have the motivation to
devise appropriate modifications to their CMT systems in order to
address today's management concerns. A second implication is

• that because not all CMT systems necessarily evolved in order to
conserve or optimize the use of resources, they may not even
possess the mechanisms necessary to do so. For example,
territorial rights may function effectively (in terms of
providing the incentive to conserve or optimize use) only in
cases where the resource can be adequately enclosed. The degree

• of enclosure--or exclusivity--that can be attained is a function
of ecological characteristics (such as those concerning
migration, territoriality, and recruitment patterns of reef
fishes) as well as of socioeconomic characteristics (such as
those affecting the effective sizes of social units with common
interests--an issue discussed in Section 3).

•
4 It is intriguing to consider that the sizes of social

units, such as villages, might have been determined to some extent
by the ecological characteristics of the marine environment,
particularly such "subtle" characteristics as the migratory,

• territorial, and reproductive behavior of fish.
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2.2.2 Information needed to Optimize Effort

Optimizing fishing effort towards efficiency requires not only
• the means for limiting effort (e.g., via a rights-based system as

described above), but also the knowledge of what that optimal
level (and type) of effort would be. The ability and motivation
to limit effort is useless unless one has some idea of the point
or points at which it should be limited. Fisheries managers--
whether they be government agents or fishermen--need information

• on the dynamics and status of fish stocks and the ability to
apply that knowledge to harvesting activities in order to
optimize effort.

The "traditional" knowledge of the biological environment held by
the users of marine resources has been documented to some extent•	 for various societies in the Pacific, notably by Johannes (1981)
for Palauan fishermen. Described are Palauans' familiarity with
the behavior of fish, particularly their migratory rhythms, and
how that knowledge is used by fishermen in their exploitation
patterns and conservation mechanisms. Johannes (ibid:148)
stresses the importance of preserving this type of knowledge,

•	 particularly with reference to its potential value "to Western
scientists as an aid in conserving natural resources."

One point perhaps overlooked is that traditional biological
knowledge may hold more value to fishermen when gathered and
applied in a rights-based system of fisheries management. Marine

•	 "tenure distributes people and activities in non-competitive
fishing space" (Cordell 1984:431). A fisherman or group of
fishermen that holds exclusive rights to a resource is likely to
have the incentive to optimize effort in his/their non-
competitive fishing space, and therefore is likely to have the
incentive to gather the information necessary to determine what
the optimal level of effort would be. Although a fisherman
exploiting common property may also have substantial incentive to
gather relevant biological information in order to compete with
his fellow fishermen, the range of space, habitats, and species
over which he fishes is likely to be relatively great, and so his
knowledge relatively dilute. Additionally, the type of knowledge
most important to a fisherman of a common fishery would concern
maximizing immediate biological or economic yields rather than
maximizing sustainable yields. So while the potential benefits
derived from the preservation of traditional knowledge as
described by Johannes are indeed valuable, the reestablishment of
CMT may provide the means for doing so.

The value of traditional biological knowledge as a management
tool in and of itself has not been fully appreciated. Johannes
(1981:x) contended that "Such knowledge has to be quantified and
blended with more sophisticated forms of biological research
(e.g., population dynamics, behavior, physiology, genetics)
before it can be put to optimum use, and this is no small
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matter." However, as Johannes also noted, the collection of the
biological information needed to formulate and apply the types of
biological models that are typically used to manage temperate

• fisheries would be an enormous undertaking in tropical inshore
fisheries. Complexities include the large number of species
captured and gears used, and the decentralized nature of most
tropical inshore fisheries. One advantage of CMT and other
decentralized management systems is that the users, rather than a
centralized agency, are responsible for gathering much of the

• needed information Although the population and community
dynamics of tropical reef fisheries may be much more complex than
that of their counterparts in temperate regions, tropical reef
environments offer tremendous advantages in terms of gathering
biological information: The waters of tropical reefs are
shallow, warm, and clear. The types of fishing methods used on

• tropical reefs also afford great opportunities for the
observation of the resource and its environment--especially
underwater spearfishing. A fisherman exploiting an exclusive
fishing space is able to gather information on the status of
stocks and communities on a frequent basis. To what use that
information can be put depends on the fisherman's store of

• applicable knowledge, which may include "traditional" knowledge
passed down through many generations, as well as information
generated through "more sophisticated forms of biological
research." It is valuable to not only preserve traditional
knowledge, but to provide the means to build upon it as well.

• These arguments on the value of traditional biological knowledge
suggest an additional theory on why tenure systems originally
developed. Tenure systems may provide an environment more
conducive to the gathering and maintenance of biological
knowledge. That is, fishermen fishing in non-competitive fishing
space may not only have a relatively great incentive to gather

• biological knowledge, but they may be able to gather the
information relatively easily in their non-competitive fishing
space, and the information may be effectively passed on to future
generations that inherit those same fishing rights. This idea is
similar to the arguments of Durrenberger and Pallson (1987), who
contended that most of the territoriality displayed by fishermen

• (and documented in the CMT literature) has nothing to do with
property. Rather, such territoriality developed out of the need
to improve the organization of production, or to increase fishing
efficiency. "Most people can gain if there are some well-defined
rules of access to increase predictability and to attempt to
insure that repetition of the same kinds of effort will be

• effective" (ibid:514). This is a credible explanation for the
development of territorial behavior among fishermen, but provides
no basis for arguing that such territoriality does not constitute
property rights and thus ownership. Again, it is maintained here
that if an individual or collective behaves as if they have some
degree of exclusive, enforceable, durable, and secure rights of

• access to a resource, then they by definition have property
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rights to the resource. The relevant point in the idea that
property rights evolved in order to facilitate the gathering and
maintenance of biological information (i.e., to improve the

• organization of production, as argued by Durrenberger and
Pallson) is simply the following: CMT systems may have been
devised in order to facilitate not the first element of ensuring
efficiency (the ability to control fishing effort), but rather to
facilitate the second (the ability to know in which direction
optimum fishing effort lies).

In summary, rights-based fishing systems may provide more than
the means to control fishing effort. Because of the physical
nature of the tropical reef environment and the fishing methods
used in reef fisheries, rights-holders may also be able to take
over to a high degree the second task of management--that of

• determining optimal levels of efforts.

2.2.3 Minimizing and Resolving Conflicts:

CMT systems have been described as contributing to both the
creation of conflicts and to the avoidance of conflicts.
Johannes et al. (1991) noted that because CMT systems may
discriminate among villages in the allocation of resources,
maintenance or reestablishment of those systems may lead to
potential rivalry and conflicts among user groups. On the other
hand, because "tenure distributes people and activities in non-

• competitive fishing space" (Cordell 1984:431), CMT systems may
serve to minimize conflicts among fishermen that would otherwise
be competing for the same resources. So, if equity concerns can
be successfully addressed, CMT systems may be instrumental in
minimizing conflicts.

• CMT systems may hinder the interests of other economic sectors,
leading to conflicts between subsistence fishermen and other user
groups, such as commercial fishing industries and tourism and
other coastal development interests. The role of CMT in these
issues is further addressed in Section 3.

•	 Many CMT systems also incorporate sophisticated mechanisms for
the resolution of disputes and infractions. The appendix to this
report describes in some detail the structure of traditional
authority in Yap, and suggests ways in which traditional
authority and the judicial system of the state might be
coordinated in order to provide cost-effective enforcement

•	 systems and adequate deterrents.

5 Scott (1988 and 1989) discusses how the owners of fishing
rights might evolve into managers of the fish stock. The holders
of individual transferrable quotas, for example, might collectively

• take over the task of setting the quota.
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2.3 Equity Objectives

Ruddle (1988:360) stated that:

"It has frequently been asserted, although usually with
scant proof, that traditional systems of inshore
fisheries management can play a potentially major role in
the modern world by ensuring equitable access to
fisheries...."•

For example, in a description of the CMT systems of the Cook
Islands, Sims (1989:329) reported that:

"Fisheries management systems often possessed either
incidentally or consciously derived benefits of ensuring

• a continuity of supply of exploitable stocks, or an
equitable distribution of catches."

Johannes et al. (1991:2) cited one aim of the resource manager to
be to "attain a more equitable distribution of benefits." They
also argued that CMT can "provide culturally sanctioned rules for

• allocating marine resources equitably..." (ibid:3). Little work
has been done, however, on examining what those rules might be,
or even describing just what would constitute an "equitable"
allocation of resources or distribution of benefits.

There is an implicit presumption in some of these arguments that
CMT systems somehow ensured an equitable distribution of benefits
in the past--during "traditional" times. There is ample
evidence, however, that the CMT systems of at least some pre-
contact Pacific Island societies were based on discriminatory
access to marine resources.

In the highly stratified society of Yap, for example, the
landless classes were denied "ownership" of marine resources and
their access to marine resources was restricted to the use of
"low-ranking" fishing methods, such as the use of "poke sticks"
in the reef flats, gleaning of invertebrates, and the taking of
freshwater eels. These landless classes were not necessarily

•	 denied "adequate" access to marine resources, however, and in
fact other aspects of the relationships between the landless
classes and their landlords may have ensured adequate (or even
"equitable") access to marine resources. Lingenfelter (1975)
described the serf, or landless, class of Yap as being the
servants, or children, of their landlords, implying some

•	 responsibility on the part of the landlords to care for their
charges. An important implication is that CMT systems, when
separated from the larger socioeconomic systems of reciprocal
obligations and responsibilities, may not possess the mechanisms
necessary to ensure an equitable allocation of resources. In Yap
State, for example, if the traditional system of marine tenure

•	 and associated rights were to be codified without the
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accompanying systems of distributional obligations, whole classes
of society might be denied "adequate" access to the marine
resources of the state. Haines (1980) noted that the exclusion

• mechanisms inherent in the tenure systems of Papua New Guinea,
which are based on accidents of geography rather than on
capability or commitment to the fishery, could inhibit the
optimal exploitation of marine resources by excluding those with
the necessary capital and expertise (an efficiency issue).

• A second presumption implicit in many arguments supporting the
allocation advantages of CMT systems is that all nations under
consideration share the same goal of ensuring some form of
"equity." Most Pacific Island nations have, as a result of their
colonialization by western democratic powers, indeed written into
their constitutions some provision for equal individual rights

• among all citizens, but definitions of the form that "equity"
should take regarding marine resources are lacking. At one
extreme, equity could be defined in terms of access to marine
resources, and could be ensured, for example, by proclaiming the
sea and its resources res communis--communal property subject to
equal access (res nullius, or common property subject to open,

• unrestricted access, being one example). This type of equity may
be expressed, for example, in policies encouraging maximum
opportunities for employment. Alternatively, equity could be
prescribed in terms of ownership--for example by ensuring that
every clan, every family, or every individual had an exclusive
right to some portion of the resource. Equity of this form might

• result in a static system of ownership and use rights. A more
market-oriented approach might define equity in terms of the
opportunity to receive benefits. This type of equity might be
ensured by privatizing marine resources but ensuring that titles
and use rights were transferable. However, even societies with
strong institutions of private property, such as the United

• States have had a difficult time accepting this definition of
equity when applied to marine resources. The state of Alaska,
for example, established a system of limited entry in its salmon
fisheries in 1975 (largely because of distributional concerns).
The value of the freely transferable fishing permits rose so fast
and so high that many people were effectively excluded from the

• fishery, leading the state court to rule that free
transferability of permits represents "unjust discrimination
based on wealth" (State of Alaska Superior Court, Third Judicial
District, No. 3AN80-7652; cited in Karpoff n.d.).

Christy (1982:1) compared the creation of exclusive rights in
• fishing areas to ownership of land, and warned that:

"If localized TURFs [territorial use rights in fisheries]
develop on their own, without satisfactory community
control, they may create a class of "sea-lords" which
could well worsen the plight of the small-scale

• fisherman."
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Christy argued that if ownership of marine resources landed in
the hands of individuals rather than of communities, an
inequitable distribution of benefits would result, to the
detriment of the welfare of local fishing communities. Dahl
(1988:43) supported Christy's arguments, adding that "Group
ownership is one way to ensure reasonably equitable distribution
of rights of access." The equity arguments of Christy and Dahl
are really one of scale--if ownership is in the hands of a group
of individuals, then distribution of benefits within that group
is likely to be equitable. They do not, however, address the
possibility of inequity between groups, such as discussed in the
example from Yap above. If the argument is extended, one might
deduce that the larger the size of the owning group, the more
equitable the distribution of benefits, leading to the conclusion
that common property would be the most equitable arrangement.
Christy (1982:4), however, notes that "Generally, the
effectiveness [in terms of economic efficiency] of a TURF will be
greatest where the specificity of the ownership is highest."
"Individuals can usually make decisions more easily than groups
of individuals." In terms of the optimal sizes of rights-holding
groups, then, the goals of efficiency and equity seem to be at
odds, and achieving the two is an optimization problem. An
important element of the problem is pointed out by Dahl
(1988:43):

"If group ownership is to be the basis for a management
regime there must be some social basis for the group that
gives the members a mutual interest and common goals.
Such a group, clearly associated with a territory, will
be both willing to defend the territory, because of their
common interest, and able to defend it, because of the
clear association between the group and the territory."

• In various societies, marine resources have been controlled or
owned by groups of various sizes. Johannes and MacFarlane (1986)
described "home reef fishing rights" as being held collectively
by the inhabitants of individual islands (in Torres Strait), and
only in two instances as being further subdivided within a
particular island. One instance was Murray Island, in which

• territorial rights were nested among a hierarchy of "owners."
The reef of the entire island was owned collectively by Murray
Islanders, rights to different portions of the reef were divided
among different tribes, and further subdivisions of rights were
sometimes accorded to different families (Johannes and MacFarlane
1989). This type of hierarchical ownership seems to have been

• common throughout Oceania. On the island of Yap, the reef waters
were divided along village boundaries extending perpendicular
from the shore to at least the outer edge of the reef. In most
cases rights to the waters of a particular village were further
subdivided among patri-extended families. For example, Sudo
(1984) described the inshore waters of Raang village as being

• "owned by the villagers." Certain socially high-ranking patri-
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extended families "owned" and oversaw all fishing grounds within
the reef. Portions of the fishing grounds would be open to
communal fishing, while others were parcelled out to individual

• patri-extended families. In both cases the types of fishing
permitted were strictly controlled by the "overseer," and fishing
was accompanied by certain obligations regarding the distribution
of the catch. It appears, then, that some degree of
privatization extended down to the family level, but the degree
of interest, or of "ownership" decreased from the village to the

• family level.

It is important to investigate the degree of "cohesiveness," or
common interest, in these rights holding groups. The degree of
common interest probably increases with decreasing group size,
with families likely sharing stronger economic interests than

• clans or villages or entire islands. The erosion of CMT systems
can clearly be traced in part to changes in the degree of
cohesiveness of the social groups that practiced CMT. Before the
extension of economic and political links from isolated islands
to the outside world that occurred so rapidly, islands or small
groups of islands were economically and politically closed, and

• were dependent on relatively narrow resource bases. This
isolation probably resulted in a high degree of cooperation and
inter-dependence among individuals (as well as sophisticated
mechanisms for reducing conflict) and therefore the formation of
relatively large social groups with common interests. Trade
links with other societies (as well as the cash subsidies that

• have funnelled into many Pacific island nations) now offer a
broader array of available resources, resulting in less
dependency on the resources of a given island. Along with
increased opportunities for migration, these links have resulted
in a decrease in the cohesiveness of social units, or a decrease
in the size of social groups sharing common interests. A family

• or even an individual may now be able to socially and
economically "succeed" with few obligations to or from the other
members of society. An individual's motivations for cooperating
in the maintenance of a shared property or interest, such as a
territorial use right, have therefore diminished, and the quality
of (or degree of interest in) the property has done the same.

Tenure systems that are based at least in part on discriminatory
access to marine resources according to social class, such as in
Yap, may be similarly subject to disintegration. Changes in
political (such as democratization) and economic systems have
served to increase the economic and social mobility of those
groups previously denied access to resources, allowing them to
circumvent traditional restrictions and to essentially reject and
dismantle the traditional system (an alternative, or
complementary, hypothesis is that CMT collapsed for other
reasons, and because CMT systems may have served in the past to
reinforce the existing socio-political order, the stratification

• of society has consequently collapsed).

•
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In order to reestablish a system of marine tenure, two strategies
might be taken: 1) The "size" of use rights might be adjusted to
accommodate for the smaller effective size of cohesive social

• groups, or 2) the social organization of communities might be re-
evaluated to search for other, perhaps new, commonalities on
which to base new, relatively large (necessitated by the
ecological characteristics of the resource and perhaps by equity
arguments), rights-holding groups. Future research into this
second alternative was advocated by Dahl (1988), who called for

• assessments of the potential effectiveness of alternative social
groups such as fisheries cooperatives as rights holding groups.
Discussing the coastal fisheries of Bahia, Brazil, Cordell (1984)
suggested that the existing framework of federally-mandated
fishing guilds, called colonias, be used to create and hold and
manage sea territories. This approach of identifying new rights-

• holding groups has been applied with considerable success to the
inshore fisheries of Japan, which are co-owned and co-managed by
the members of Fisheries Cooperative Associations--a system
rooted partly in the feudal period of Japan (Ruddle and Akimichi
1989). On the other hand, there have been very few successful
fishing cooperatives formed in the South Pacific Commission

• region (Johannes et al. 1991). The high failure rate has been
blamed partly on the fact that the initiatives came from outside
the fishing communities rather than from the fishermen
themselves, and were not based on local customs and values
(ibid). In other words, those who initiated the cooperatives may
not have identified units that had an adequate degree of common

• interest.

In summary, there are several important assessments required to
evaluate the benefits afforded by CMT systems towards equity
objectives (in addition to determining some definition of
"equitable"). If a CMT system is determined to have resulted in

• an equitable distribution of benefits in the past, then
strategies must be taken to ensure that all the mechanisms that
contributed to those allocation and distribution patterns are
reestablished or provided with substitutes. In Yap, for example,
because it may be impractical to reestablish the traditional
systems of obligations and responsibilities between the landed

• and landless classes, some new mechanism might be established in
order to ensure that the landless classes have adequate access to
marine resources. Unconstrained transferability of fishing
rights would be one approach. Another might involve a lease
system, such as one in which the lessees gain access to fisheries
resources in exchange for monitoring and/or defense of the

• territory.

Equity is also tied to commercial markets. Let's say, for
example, that the landless classes of Yap currently have only
very limited access to the sea and its resources. Further, they
are denied access to fish via formerly functional systems of

• catch distribution. Their only access to fish may be through
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local commercial markets. There has been concern expressed,
however, that the sale of reef fish in domestic markets is
contributing to the depletion of fish stocks (see Appendix). Any
resulting restrictions on the sale of fish, then, would likely
result in an even less equitable distribution of benefits, as
access to fish by the landless classes is restricted even more.
Commercialization of reef fish, therefore, which has often been
viewed as a negative post-contact development, could be viewed as
a substitute device encouraging the equitable distribution of
fisheries resources. Indeed, it may be a positive and essential
element of a new CMT system.

This discussion has focused on allocation and distribution
problems among users of fisheries resources--primarily of reef
fish. In addition, however, policymakers must address equity

• issues between these users and the users of other marine
resources, such as pelagic fisheries, recreational and tourism
resources, and other coastal development related resources.
These and other development-related issues are discussed in
Section 3.

•

•

•

•

•

•
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3. APPLYING CMT SYSTEMS TOWARDS SOCIOECONOMIC OBJECTIVES

• Ruddle (1988:354) stressed the importance of recognizing "the
embeddedness within larger socioeconomic systems of local
traditional forms of fisheries management." CMT systems are
largely shaped by socioeconomic and political structures (to what
degree social structures might, in turn, be shaped by ecological
factors of the marine environment is addressed in Section 2.2).

• If society's reliance on marine resources is high, and those
resources are relatively scarce (either through circumstance or
design), then patterns of access to marine resources are likely
to play a large role in the distribution of economic and
political power. CMT systems may serve to reinforce existing
social and political orders.

The fate of rights-based marine resource management systems is
pertinent to some of the broad socioeconomic goals of society.
The importance of CMT systems with regards to equity issues, for
example, was discussed in Section 2.3. The (partial) adoption by
Pacific societies of new value systems, such as those associated

• with democratic and capitalistic principles, has affected the
continued viability of CMT systems. This is one reason that such
thorough analysis is required to formulate appropriate and
effective new forms of CMT. The potential roles played by CMT in
the broader goals of island societies are briefly discussed in
the remainder of this section. Two goals that are often seen as

• being at odds are discussed as examples: economic development and
cultural preservation.

3.1 Economic Development

• 3.1.1 National-Level Development

CMT may play important roles in ensuring environmentally
sustainable and socially acceptable coastal development (Johannes
et al. 1991). If the rights of marine resource owners are
secure, they may have the political power to control the course

• of coastal development, including tourism and developments
involving land clearing, dredging, filling, and other activities
that impact the marine environment. While Johannes et al. (1991)
noted the positive aspects of this allocation of political power-
-that is, the ability of CMT systems to protect the integrity of
the marine environment, they failed to point out the negative

• aspects. First, if fisheries rights-holders have the power to
stop "environmentally unsustainable" and "socially unacceptable"
development, they would presumably also have the power to halt
environmentally sustainable development that is acceptable to the
rest of society but not to themselves. Second, if rights-holders
do not have sufficient motivations to behave towards conservation

• of their resources (e.g., if they perceive their rights as being
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not very durable), they may be able to exercise their rights in
environmentally destructive ways, such as through dynamite
fishing, and the rest of society may be powerless to stop them.

So while it is important on the one hand to ensure that fishing
rights are supported with an adequate degree of durability and
security (such as through adequate enforcement mechanisms), it is
also important to carefully define the scope of those rights.
One alternative for encouraging an "equitable" distribution of
the political power associated with fishing rights would be to
allow some degree of transferability of rights.

3.1.2 Participation in International Economies

• Johannes (1981:149) argued that the preservation of "the
traditional knowledge and skills that have served well for so
many centuries," which were gained in the first place to foster
self-sufficiency, would serve to allow a return by Pacific island
societies and economies to greater self-sufficiency. He further
argued that greater self-sufficiency would improve the economic

• position of Pacific islands--or at least improve their economic
security (ibid:149):

"Their [Pacific islanders'] economic well-being is now at
the mercy of alien decision makers and impersonal market
forces centered thousands of miles away in foreign

• capitals and trade centers. When the world economy
falters, tourism, foreign aid, and foreign investments
are among the first things to be affected. Pacific
islanders will thus be among the first to feel the impact
of a global depression."

• It is clear that the economies of many Pacific islands are
somewhat precarious given their narrow economic bases and
generally very high import-to-export ratios. Recent changes in
the global political climate--such as those affecting the
military/strategic value of many Pacific islands--are also likely
to influence many Pacific island economies (in what ways is yet

• to be seen). However, it should not be presumed that a return to
more closed, self-sufficient economies would provide island
societies with any more stability or security than that currently
experienced as participants in international economies (or that
potentially enjoyed with increased participation in international
economies). Johannes (ibid), in fact, does not argue that
Pacific island societies should suddenly, voluntarily cut
international trade links. Rather, he suggests that a commitment
to the preservation of traditional knowledge and skills might
facilitate a return to self-sufficiency should Pacific islands
have no choice in the matter. While such a commitment would
indeed reduce the risks associated with participation in

• international economies, it must be recognized that there are
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costs associated with such a strategy (i.e., the strategy of
fostering the ability to succeed in both open and closed
economies). Additionally, the relative merits of living in
closed and isolated economies like those of "traditional" Pacific
island societies should be more critically assessed.

A first question is whether or not traditional knowledge and
skills have really served so well for so many centuries. Because
these societies still exist, it could be argued that they and

• their institutions have been "successful." But what sort of
evidence is available on the quality of life and on the stability
of traditional island societies? Were there no wars or famines?
Was everybody provided with adequate sustenance?

A return to self-sufficiency might lead to a more predictable
• economic environment, but would it lead to an environment with

less risk? If Pacific island economies are currently hampered by
their narrow resource bases, then a cutting of international ties
would increase reliance on those narrow resource bases even more.
An alternative strategy being pursued through the policies of
many island nations is to develop a wider array of resources and

• to expand participation in international trade. With the
implementation of extended marine jurisdiction, tuna has become
the most valuable or potentially valuable natural resource in the
Pacific, quickly replacing copra (the copra market has recently
crashed) as the major export item of many nations. While the
potential yield from reef fisheries is not as great as that from

• pelagic fisheries, some authors have pointed out that many reef
fisheries are underexploited. In some cases, these fisheries may
provide an additional export product, as well as supply
neighboring regions with needed seafood.

While expanding the exportable resource base is one strategy for
reducing risk, it is also clear that economies that rely so
heavily on imported goods could benefit from increased self-
reliance for food. One of the Development Goals for Yap State,
for example, is to "Decrease dependency on outside sources of
supply by increasing local production" (OPB 1991:ptl ch2 pg3).

• The strategies of 1) expanding participation in international
trade and 2) increasing self-sufficiency are not necessarily
opposing strategies. Perhaps the "least risk" development
strategy for many Pacific island nations would be to do both:
The risk associated with being at the "mercy of impersonal market
forces" could be lessened through the development of a broader

• array of resources, in some cases including reef fisheries. At
the same time, the maintenance of some "traditional" institutions
such as CMT and other traditional skills might provide the means
for reestablishing a higher degree of self-sufficiency in food
and reducing dependence on foreign supplies. Such an approach
would not be without its tensions. The capitalistic values

• underlying the development of an export economy may not be
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compatible with the traditional values associated with
institutions such as CMT that are aimed at household production.
Regarding the fisheries management systems of Papua New Guinea,

• Haines (1980:290) described some sources of potential conflict:

"The traditional systems...can often actually hinder
fisheries development. Any attempt to recognize
traditional fishing grounds, for example, would come up
against the problems of poorly defined and unstable

• boundaries, disputed areas, 'squatters,' varied patterns
of traditional ownership claims and the effects of large
population centres, or recently resettled populations.
In other words, it would create many problems and solve
none--not to mention diverting scarce staff and resources
that could be better applied elsewhere."

Nevertheless, as stressed in the preceding sections and the
remainder of this report, there may be ways of modifying
traditional systems in order to fit contemporary management
objectives and the values associated with those objectives.
Formalizing fishing rights in state law is one example. Allowing

• local commercial markets to substitute for traditional systems of
exchange and distribution is another. Replacing traditional
corporal punishments with monetary fines or other compensation is
another.

The transition from household economies to capitalistic economies
• is a dramatic one. However, the recent interest of developed,

capitalistic, western nations in rights-based fishing systems
(e.g., Neher et al. 1989) suggests that CMT systems can
successfully adapt. Just as the less-developed nations of the
Pacific are adopting many of the values and institutions of the
West, the West is in the process of rediscovering and applying

• rights-based fishing systems similar to those observed in the
Pacific Basin.

An alternative or complimentary strategy to modifying CMT systems
to fit new capitalistic economies is to keep traditional
management institutions and their associated production systems

• separated from export-oriented production activities. Several
authors have suggested that in order to reduce conflicts between
the generally higher-technology commercial fishers and the
generally lower-technology artisanal and subsistence fishers,
policies should be devised that effectively divide the marine
resources into two sectors. The marine environments of most

• tropical islands are convenient for doing so. Inshore, or reef,
fisheries, which have generally traditionally provided the bulk
of seafood supplies to island peoples, could be tagged for
primarily subsistence and local commercial use. Newly-developing
pelagic fisheries could be tagged for primarily export use. The
separation is also convenient in terms of the application of CMT

• systems. The convenient geographical and market divisions may
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allow for the division of management institutions--a probable
necessity given the different types of management strategies
appropriate for pelagic versus inshore fisheries and the general

• historical lack of CMT systems governing pelagic resources. CMT
systems might have a difficult time accommodating export
industries that are located nearshore, such as pearl shell, top
shell, and lobster fisheries. On the other hand, the sedentary
nature of these resources, however, might make them ideal
subjects of tenure systems, if the systems can be modified to

• deal with the commercial nature of the industries. In fact, Sims
(1989) noted that traditional tenure practices have been
abandoned in virtually all fisheries of the Cook Islands except
in certain valuable pearl shell fisheries.

Finally, a potentially beneficial strategy to be taken by Pacific
• island nations would be to increase cooperation among neighboring

island states. Such cooperation has been undertaken in the
formation of regional groups such as the Nauru Group concerned
with the exploitation of tuna resources. Advantages include the
enhancement of island nations' ability to manage migratory fish
and to enforce ownership rights to those fish. In general, by

• pooling their resources, islands with common interests can spread
risk over a greater area and a greater array of resources, and
can improve their bargaining positions in the international
marketplace.

• 3.2 Cultural Preservation

Beyond their potential value in terms of fisheries management,
CMT systems have, as components of the cultural heritage of
island societies, been viewed as being valuable in and of
themselves and thus worthy of preservation. Johannes (1980:247)

• suggested that research into traditional marine resource use
might reveal "ways of stimulating local and national economies
while minimizing...further erosion of traditional lifestyles...."

The goal of minimizing or reversing "cultural erosion"--a
presumed goal of many outside researchers--is reflected to some

• extent in the national policies of some Pacific island nations.
The following "government policy guideline" for Yap State is an
example:

"To ensure that the quest for economic development is in
harmony with Yapese values and minimize cultural and

•	 social disruption as a consequence of exposure to outside
influences" (OPB 1991, ch2)6.

6 One of Yap State's "development goals" is to: "Promote the
culture of the people according to the cherished values of the

• Yapese society" (OPB 1991, ch2). Given that today's cherished
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This policy suggests that cultural preservation is often at odds
with economic development. Indeed, the two have typically been
viewed as opposing and mutually exclusive directions. As

• discussed in the preceding section, two approaches that might
accommodate both directions would to: 1) separate traditional
institutions and activities from "modern" ones, and 2) allow
traditional institutions and activities to flex to a certain
extent in order to fit changing economies. For example, adapting
CMT systems to the contemporary environment may facilitate the

• continued existence of CMT (albeit in a "distorted" form)--an end
in itself in terms of preserving culture. Additionally, however,
functional CMT systems may serve to guide and control other
aspects of development, such as tourism, fisheries, and
construction. In other words, the loss of some elements of
traditional management systems might be worth the cultural

• sacrifice. Many authors have stressed the "inherent flexibility"
of CMT systems. Let them flex, then. The recommendations of the
Yap Cultural Inventory Group, a non-governmental group concerned
with the conservation of both cultural and physical resources,
take this approach to some extent. For example, the Group wanted
to encourage the reconstruction of stone fish weirs, which were

• seen by the Group as being more "ecologically sound" than
gillnets or spearguns. They suggested that the weirs could be
used as a type of open market where individuals could select fish
from the weir and pay a fee or other compensation to the owner of
the weir (YCIG 1991).

• CMT systems certainly do have some value in and of themselves as
cultural resources. However, an approach that attempts to
insulate these or other traditional institutions from outside
influences such as cash economies is unlikely to be successful.
Johannes (1980:246) described the impact of export economies on
the village economies of Papua New Guinea as: "traditional social

• and economic systems come under assault, along with the natural
resource use upon which they rest." The appropriate response to
such an assault should be not to protect the social and economic
systems from outside influences, but rather to allow and
encourage those systems to protect the natural resources whose
use they control (this may, after all, be precisely the purpose

• for which CMT systems were devised). Because the outside
influences now experienced by island societies are so radical
relative to those experienced during the previous hundreds of
years during which CMT systems evolved, substantial modifications
to CMT systems may be necessary for their continued functioning.
Some ideas concerning those modifications are discussed in

• Section 4.

values of Yapese society might be substantially different from
"traditional" values, this goal appears somewhat less restrictive
than the policy guideline given above, which discourages cultural

• change.
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3.3 Summary

Ultimately, Pacific islanders themselves will chart their course
• of social and economic development. These decisions will weigh

the benefits, costs, and risks as perceived by Pacific island
policymakers of such issues as the degree of preservation of
cultural identity and the degree of participation in
international economies. Because traditional values often are
not compatible with the values underlying capitalistic economies,

• the two directions are often at odds. This does not preclude the
possibility of successfully pursuing both directions.

Island societies' perceptions of the benefits, costs, and risks
associated with alternative approaches to development will of
course be influenced by outside voices in the international

• political and economic arenas. The role of those who hope to
advise the resource managers and policymakers of island nations
should be limited to providing as thorough an evaluation of
alternative strategies and their consequences as possible.

•

•

•

•

•
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4. PRACTICAL PROBLEMS IN THE APPLICATION OF CMT SYSTEMS

• The two previous sections examined some of the potential
advantages and disadvantages of CMT systems in terms of
contemporary fisheries management objectives and the broader
socioeconomic goals and policies of a society or nation. This
section examines more closely whether and under what conditions
CMT systems can even exist and function. It is primarily a

• discussion of various strategies for manipulating the degree of
interest of fishing rights to the point where rights-holders are
motivated to behave towards the objectives discussed in the
previous two sections. The discussion consequently focuses on
the causes for the erosion and collapse of CMT systems. An
understanding of how and why these systems have recently changed

• is essential to assessing the viability of CMT systems in the
contemporary context--especially given the economic courses that
Pacific Island and other less-developed coastal nations have
taken since contact with the West. In the cases where CMT
systems have ceased to effectively function, it is clear that
some institutional modifications would be necessary to

• reinvigorate those systems. The discussion below focuses on the
security and durability of fishing rights. Issues concerning the
size of territorial rights were discussed in Section 2; issues
concerning the transfer and lease of rights and concerning
authority and enforcement are discussed in some detail for the
case of Yap in the appendix to this report.

•
4.1 Should CMT systems be codified?

At a 1991 South Pacific regional technical meeting on fisheries,
"there seemed to be clear agreement that it is not desirable to

• dilute the flexibility of CMT systems" (Hviding and Ruddle
1991:8) (i.e., through codification of CMT systems). "Laws that
freeze traditional customs prevent the evolution of tenure
systems to fit contemporary needs." (Johannes 1978:361). On the
other hand, it has been recognized that "Legislation that
strengthens traditional marine tenure laws where they still exist

• will strengthen the ability of the owners to police their
resources--something they often do voluntarily if their rights
are secure" (Johannes 1978:360). The behavior of a rights-holder
will depend on whether the benefits derived from defending the
rights outweigh the costs of defending the rights. Rights-
holders will have a strong incentive to manage towards

• conservation and optimal use only if the perceived benefits of
doing so outweigh the perceived costs. One component of costs
and benefits is risk. This is a central point that has escaped
adequate attention: If rights-holders do not perceive the
quality of their rights as being adequately secure, they will
cease to protect their rights--the resource will take on more of

• the qualities of common property. This is what has occurred in
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many Pacific Island societies in response to increasing contact
with other societies (e.g., with the West). In some cases the
transformation was direct and abrupt: Colonial powers proclaimed

• the sea to be common property and stripped traditional authority
of its power to dictate otherwise. In many cases, however, the
transformation was more subtle, such as via changes that affected
the cohesiveness of owning groups, as described in Section 2.2.
In all cases, the transformation could be described as having
resulted from a decrease in the magnitude of one or more of the

• characteristics that determine the extent of the rights-holders'
interest in the resource (such as exclusivity, quality of title,
durability, and transferability).

The people of many developing countries, such as the recently
independent Micronesian nations, have been subject to two sets of

• legal institutions--those associated with traditional authority
and those associated with central governments (generally either
colonial or inherited colonial governments). There may be
ambiguities in the jurisdiction of the two systems, resulting in
overlaps and voids. In Yap State, for example, the Constitution
guarantees that "Due recognition shall be given to traditions and

• customs in providing a system of law, and nothing in the
Constitution shall be construed to limit or invalidate any
recognized tradition or custom" (Yap State Constitution, Article
III Section 2). Yet some aspects of traditional law, such as
physical punishments, are clearly prohibited under other state
and federal law. Traditional leaders have consequently expressed

• reservations at using their authority to mete out traditional
punishments (see Appendix). On the other hand, several instances
have been described in which individuals were punished twice for
the same offense--once by traditional authorities and once by the
state government. Another provision of the State's constitution
states the following (Yap State Constitution, Article III Section

• 5):

"The State recognizes traditional rights and ownership of
natural resources and areas within the marine space of
the State.... No action may be taken to impair these
traditional rights and ownership, except the State

•	 Government may provide for the conservation and
protection of natural resources within the marine space
of the State...."

Given the lack of definition on what might be necessary to
"provide for the conservation and protection of natural

• resources," this is a clearly ambiguous provision that would
probably lead to a decrease in the perceived quality and
durability of fishing rights.

Removing ambiguities in state and federal laws regarding
traditional law--whether it involves empowering traditional

• authorities or weakening them--would be one step towards removing
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uncertainty in the perceptions of rights-holders and other
resource users. Increasing society's members' sense of the
extent and limits of their rights and of likely punishments for

• infringements of regulations may be necessary in some cases in
order to increase the degree of interest in fishing rights and to
provide the incentives for resource users to behave towards goals
of conservation and efficiency.

Codification of CMT may be a valuable component of such a step.
• Codification of fishing rights by central governments might

result in an increase in the perceived security or durability of
those rights. The likelihood of success, however, depends on
peoples' experience with central government and their perceptions
of its powers and stability. Societies that have been subject to
three or more central governments during the last century, such

• as in Micronesia, may not perceive their current central
government as being adequately stable, and so may not hold much
faith in the security of any rights codified by such a
government. If this is the case, re-empowering local authorities
and leaving fishing rights to be controlled within an informal
framework might be the more appropriate action. In any case,

• explicit legislation is necessary to remove ambiguities in the
powers and responsibilities of both traditional and central
authorities.

4.2 Are CMT systems inherently flexible?•
Several authors have emphasized the "inherent flexibility" of CMT
systems. Johannes et al. (1991:3) argued that CMT can
"facilitate more flexible adjustments to changing biological or
socio-economic conditions affecting the fishery than can
government regulations." Ruddle (1988:360) said that "it is

• important to realize that the "fossilization" of tradition
through explicit, detailed legal definition in the terms of state
law may...weaken the adaptive flexibility of a traditional
system...." It is practically a truism to claim that CMT systems
have adapted to all the ecological and social changes confronted
during their evolution (even systems that have "collapsed" could

• be argued as having "successfully" adapted themselves out of
existence). The presumption of inherent flexibility should be
tested, however. The issue of flexibility is a vague one. On
what time scales is flexibility important? Closed social systems
like Pacific Island societies have, in general, probably been
structured to be on the cautious side. So, while CMT systems may

• have been able to "successfully" adapt in the past to gradual
changes in the social and physical environments, they may not
necessarily have the ability to "successfully" adapt to the rapid
changes of today. Seasons may bring shifts in locations and
behavior of fish stocks, in weather patterns, and in local and
distant markets, including supplies of agricultural food stuffs

• as well as seafood products--all of which influence the fishing
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patterns of individuals and communities. The scale of years or
decades may bring significant demographic shifts, restructuring
of local, national, and foreign economies and markets, changes in
fishing technologies, and perhaps significant ecological changes.
Major changes in the distribution of political power--including
the makeup of central governments--may occur over periods of a
generation or less. Questions of flexibility, then, must be
asked in a specific temporal context. The most critical question
is whether the "inherent flexibility" of CMT systems is agile
enough to cope with the unquestionably more rapid social,
political, and economic changes occurring today.

4.3 Can flexibility be legislated?

• In addition to the presumption that CMT systems were inherently
flexible, it has been argued that codification of CMT systems
would "fossilize" them, rendering them unable to successfully
adapt to further changes in either the biophysical or
socioeconomic environments. What is it that would preclude
legislating flexibility? Indeed, what is it that would preclude

• creating and legislating even more flexibility than that inherent
in CMT systems, if necessary? It appears necessary in many
cases. The coastal resources of many developing nations are
being developed for tourism, recreation, land-based construction,
fisheries, and waste disposal. Given the rapid pace of
development and the resulting conflicts among user groups, it is

• clear that any rights-based management system must be flexible.

Most importantly, codification of rights might be required in
order to give rights-holders enough confidence in the durability
of their rights for them to exercise their rights of transfer,
division, or lease--the primary elements of "flexibility." Some

• of the most persuasive arguments in favor of privatization
schemes for fisheries--such as individual transferable quotas--
concern their flexibility. Holders of transferable, divisible,
leasable, and durable rights to fisheries resources should, in
theory, be able to maximize individual efficiency and therefore
efficiency in the entire fishery precisely through their ability

• to adapt to changes in the physical and economic environments--be
it on the time scale of seasons, decades, or generations.
Holders of such rights may be able to trade their share of the
catch both before and after capture, and either temporarily or
permanently.

• An important reason rights-holders have ceased in many areas to
exercise and protect their rights (i.e., why CMT systems have
collapsed) is that the durability of those rights has been
compromised. Traditional authority has been usurped, replaced by
the ephemeral authority of central governments; the institutions
in which CMT was previously "informally codified" have collapsed.

• In order to reinvigorate the former degree of interest in the
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resource, the authority to protect those rights must be re-
instituted. While certain levels of that power will necessarily
be held by or reinvested in traditional leaders, it is unlikely

• that traditional community leaders will ever, while under central
governments that control so much of the economy, hold enough
power to protect localized fishing rights without formalizing
those rights within the central government.

In short, territorial or other use rights should not be codified
merely in terms of their exclusivity--codification should include
provisions to allow for transfer, lease, and/or division of
fishing rights. The appendix to this report examines several
scenarios concerning codification of fishing rights in Yap.

•

•

•

•

•

•
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5. CONCLUSIONS

• 5.1 Summary

Rights-based fishing systems, such as those used in traditional
societies in the Pacific and elsewhere, may provide useful models
for attaining various objectives of fisheries management,
including those associated with conservation, efficiency, and

• equity. It should not be presumed, however, that these
objectives are the same as those that fostered the development of
traditional tenure systems. The form of these systems, as well
as the "ethics" of the societies that practiced them, therefore,
may not necessarily be conducive to attaining contemporary
management objectives, and substantial modifications may be

• necessary to do so.

Following is a summary of the main points discussed in this
report:

1) It has been pointed out that CMT were not necessarily devised
• specifically towards conservation of marine resources. It should

also be stressed, however, that even those systems that
unintentionally served to conserve resources did not necessarily
serve to optimize the use of those resources in any way--one
should not lose sight of the distinction between conservation and
efficiency.

2) There is a second important point with regards to whether or
not CMT systems were devised with conservation (or efficiency) in
mind: A society aware of the dynamics and perhaps depletability
of its marine resources (i.e., a society in possession of a
"conservation ethic") is more likely than a society without such

• an ethic to successfully adapt its institutions and management
methods to contemporary problems and the rapid pace of economic
development.

3) Given the high degree of movement observed in the recruitment,
migratory, and territorial patterns of reef fish, it is unclear

• whether territorial fishing rights can offer an adequate degree
of exclusiveness for any but the most sedentary of species. This
may be why the CMT systems of some societies included other types
of rights, including rights to particular species and to
particular fishing methods. For the same reason, the
reestablishment of territorial rights alone may not succeed in

• giving owners adequate incentive to conserve or optimize the use
of fish stocks.

4) Larger territorial rights are more likely than small
territories to minimize the ecological externalities associated
with recruitment patterns and the migratory and territorial

• behavior of reef fish. Similarly, larger rights-holding groups
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may result in a more "equitable" distribution of benefits. On
the other hand, the degree of social cohesiveness is likely to
decrease with increasing group size, thereby decreasing the

• quality of the property right and the effectiveness of the group
in optimizing use. This last point is especially important in
previously isolated and closed societies that have recently
opened trade and other links with the outside world: The
cohesiveness of social groups has likely diminished. Determining
the appropriate sizes of territorial rights and of rights-holding

• groups is therefore a complex optimization problem.

5) CMT systems may facilitate the gathering and maintenance of
biological information concerning targeted fish stocks. The
importance of this type of information in efficiently harvesting
fish may, in fact, have been one reason why CMT systems developed

• in the first place. Additionally, the biological information
gathered in a rights-based fishing system may be more valuable
with regards to conservation and efficiency than the information
gathered in a common fishery: If fishing rights give rights-
holders the incentive to conserve and to optimize use, then they
should also provide the incentive to gather the biological

• information necessary to do so.

6) The ability of fishing rights--territorial or otherwise--to
provide the incentive to control fishing effort has been well-
recognized. In addition, however, owners of fishing rights in
the tropical reef environment may be able to gather the

• information necessary to know what level and type of fishing
effort would result in optimal yields. In other words, rights-
holders may be able to more cost-effectively determine optimal
fishing strategies than government managers).

7) It should not be presumed that CMT systems resulted in an
•	 equitable allocation of resources. Many, in fact, may have been

established in order to maintain social and economic
stratification. If policymakers and fisheries managers are
concerned with issues of equity, they must first determine just
what would constitute an equitable allocation of benefits, and
then critically assess how the traditional system allocated

•	 benefits. Modifications that might help attain equity objectives
include identifying new rights-holding groups, allowing the
transfer and lease of fishing rights, and allowing commercial
markets to distribute fish to those lacking direct access to
marine resources.

8) CMT systems have broken down in some fisheries because the
rights-holders no longer perceive their rights as being
adequately secure. Thus, in order to restore CMT and its
associated benefits, the power of the authorities that protect
and arbitrate fishing rights must somehow be reinvigorated. One
strategy would be to somehow give power back to traditional

•	 authorities. Removing ambiguities concerning traditional law and
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overlaps between traditional authority and the state might
constitute important first steps. A second (and not necessarily
opposing) strategy would be to support CMT through the laws of
the state. Because codification of existing fishing rights might
"freeze" the rights and render the entire CMT system unable to
adapt to future changes, any legislation should include
provisions to ensure flexibility. Examples include the rights to
transfer, lease, and divide fishing rights.

• 9) It should not be presumed that traditional systems of
management will be more easily accepted by society than other,
introduced, systems. Familiarity may not always be an advantage.
In many cases, CMT systems disintegrated because precisely
because they were no longer appropriate, practical, or acceptable
to society. For example, tenure systems may have been rejected

• by sectors of society that no longer view those systems as being
equitable. Or, if marine resources are perceived as being less
scarce than in the past, fishers may not find it worth the
expense of defending historic territories.

• 5.2 Future Research

The history of CMT systems can be traced through two lines of
inquiry: First, why did they develop and how did they function?
Second, why and how have they collapsed? Investigation into the
origin of CMT and its form and function can provide important

•	 information about the biological characteristics of the resource.
It can also reveal aspects of the nature of society, such as
degree of stratification, distribution of power, the cohesiveness
of social groups, value systems, and associated ethics. An
important end of such inquiries would be an assessment of the
degree to which historical management objectives are compatible
with contemporary objectives. Investigations into the collapse
of CMT systems can reveal how the economies and politics of
societies have changed. Most importantly, this information might
suggest appropriate modifications to existing systems. In
particular, it may be necessary to re-fashion authoritative
structures--to integrate traditional authority within the

•	 administrative structure of the state. The nature of the fishing
rights and the rights-holding groups may also have to be
reevaluated.

Considerable information would be necessary to answer these
questions. For example, detailed information on the recruitment,

• territoriality, and migration patterns of reef fish would be
necessary to determine optimal sizes of territorial rights.
Considerable information would also be necessary to assess the
cohesiveness of alternative rights-holding groups. Given the
decentralized nature of tropical reef fisheries, the complexities
of reef environments, and the lack of the institutional means for

• data collection, a "conventional" approach that set out to
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systematically answer these questions is likely to be costly. A
more adaptive, experimental management approach might be less
costly and less risky. Such an approach could gather both
biological knowledge and social information. Fisheries managers
could conduct small-scale experiments to assess the effectiveness
of alternative fishing strategies. At the same time, alternative
types of fishing rights could be examined. For example, the
quality of existing property rights could be manipulated, such as
by providing surveillance or by setting-up well-marked
territorial boundaries. The means for evaluating the experiments
may be relatively simple because the criteria of success in a
rights-based system may be relatively simple. If rights-holders
are pleased, then it may be reasonable to conclude that the
management system is successful (at least in some respects). The
role of central government in fisheries management, then, might
shift from monitoring fish stocks, landings, and revenues towards
monitoring the behavior and perceptions of rights-holders.

Investigations into these issues must be made on a case-by-case
basis in order to supply information useful to specific societies
or nations. This is necessary not only because of the

• differences in the historical and modern structures of societies
and the nature of their marine resources, but also because the
current policies and objectives of societies differ, as well.
Synthesis of information from various societies and regions is
also important, as it may reveal correlations between the nature
of the resource and the nature of society. For example, what did

• Pacific island societies have in common that caused so many of
them to develop similar systems for managing their marine
resources? Did rights-based systems develop primarily because of
the nature of the resource, such as its relative scarcity, or did
these systems develop out of a need to control other aspects of
society?

•

•

•

•
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Yapese Terms Used In This Report

Several concepts discussed in this paper are difficult to express meaningfully or conveniently in English,
so the Yapese term is used. These terms may not be uniformly interpreted throughout Yap. Following
is a glossary of these terms with their meanings as interpreted by the author and as used in this report.

Social-Political Terms

malen	 A social position filled by married females which gives them some control over their natal
tabinaw and its resources.

• nik	 A totem - such as a particular animal - that is associated with a given matrilineal clan.
nug	 Net, as in fishing net, but also refers to the network of political alliances among villages.
pilung	 Chief, such as 'chief of the village', 'chief of the young men', municipal chief.
.wnvon	 A village-level 'overseer' position - such as overseer of the sea, or overseer of torch

fishing.
tabinaw	 Estate - the fundamental unit of land and resource ownership - the land and resources

associated with a particular house foundation - usually associated with an extended family.
tamerong	 Magician - responsible for certain rituals associated with activities such as fishing, and so

has some control over those activities.
tha'	 Communication network among villages and tabinaw.

Fishing-Related Terms

athing	 A high-ranking fishing method done in the reef channels that requires a large net and lots
of manpower.

etch	 A large fish trap built of stones on the shallow reef flat.
sagal	 Similar to etch in placement and design, but made of bamboo panels.
tilting	 A trapping method in which a small artificial reef is built with a pile of stones, to later

be encircled with a net and then taken apart to catch the fish.
yinup	 A small portable fish trap made of bamboo.
Pita	 Refers to the act of fishing, and to ownership of fishing rights.
bungud	 The practice of placing a marker on the reef to indicate that the area is closed for several

• weeks or months to fishing; for example, to help ensure a good harvest for an upcoming
community event or obligattion.

laso	 Like bungud, but laso might refer more to similar practices on land.
fiu	 The practice of closing a reef area for up to a year or more out of respect for the recently-

deceased reef owner.
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INTRODUCTION

• This paper aims to provide an assessment of the present state of Yap's reef fishery management systems,
especially in terms of the 'traditional' structure of authority and how it is coping with social and economic
changes. This will hopefully provide some ideas for reinforcing or modifying that structure, and
coordinating the respective roles of 'traditional' and 'modem' management systems in order to effectively
manage Yap's reef resources.

While substantial discussion of 'traditional' fishing activities and management systems is included, this
is not intended as a documentation or analysis of Yapese custom or tradition -
far more thorough works are available for that purpose'.

This work is intended as a contribution to Yap State's Marine Resources Coastal Management Plan
(M.RCMP), which is currently being developed under the leadership of Yap's Marine Resources
Management Division (MRMD) (see MRMD 1990a, 1990b, 1991a, and Smith, 1991a). While the
MRCMP will include specific strategies for fisheries management, a more immediate concern is the
development of a structural framework within which those strategies can be formulated, implemented and
enforced. That structure will necessarily contain a mixture of State governmental authorities and
traditional authorities.

Fishing activities on Yap are currently guided to some extent by a complex system of traditional rights,
restrictions and controls. These traditional systems, however, are not as strong as previously, having been
affected by introduced fishing methods and changes in Yap's social, religious, economic and political
systems.

We would like to determine if and how those traditional systems can cope with recent changes in fishing
methods, which include:

Motorboats that cannot easily be controlled; flashlight spearing that is not only difficult to control
but is capable of quickly cleaning-out preferred species; and gillnets that are much more efficient
than traditional nets and whose small mesh sizes catch large numbers of juveniles before they can
reproduce.

And how those traditional systems can adapt to changes in household economies,

with most families reliant on a wage earner who, like most of his neighbors, can now afford a few
fishing nets when previously only a few families in each village owned nets, or who might now
have little time to fish and so is reliant on local markets for reef fish, or who fishes at night with
a speargun and a flashlight, when he can fish anywhere without fear of control; and who, like his
neighbors and the young men of the village, no longer has the time to control his own village's
reef.

See: Falanruw (1982, 1991), Labby (1976), Lingenfelter (1975), Muller (1917), Sudo (1984),
Ushijima (1987), and YCIG (1991).
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And how those traditional systems can adapt to other changes in Yapese society,

such as the fact that children now spend in school the time they used to spend with their elders,
learning about customary fishing methods and about the customary rights and restrictions
governing the use of fisheries and other resources.

This paper only attempts to address the situation in Yap proper (which will be referred to as "Yap"); other
works in progress will address similar issues in the outer islands (see Smith, unpublished). While specific

• management strategies may differ between Yap proper and the outer islands, it is important that any
general fisheries management policies and objectives be compatible with both, and that the State-wide
management framework be structured so as to be able to accommodate the needs, of both.

Because both the past and current subsistence fisheries of Yap and the management systems controlling
those fisheries concentrate on the inshore, or reef, fisheries of Yap, only limited attention will be paid here
to Yap's pelagic and deep water bottom fisheries.

The information for this report is based largely on interviews conducted with municipal and village leaders
and other village members from June through October, 1991. Additional information came from cited
references, previously unreported MRMD data, and from informal discussions with various individuals,

• including fishermen, government employees, household members, and others.

2. BACKGROUND•
2.1 The MRCMP and its Objectives

The Yap State Marine Resources Coastal Management Plan (MRCMP) currently being developed will
address the main issues concerning the State's marine environment, including land and sea-based activities.

• The participants of the first MRCMP workshop categorized issues of concern into four areas (see MRMD
1990a, 1990b, 1991a):

1) Construction and Development
2) Pollution
3) Over-fishing
4) Communication and Marine Education

The topics addressed in this paper fall primarily within the categories of over-fishing and
communication/marine education, with some reference to pollution. Specific problems relating to over-
fishing that were identified in the first MRCMP workshop included uncontrolled new methods (especially
gillnets and flashlight spearfishing) and higher exploitation (small scale commercialization and increased
demand). Problems in communication and education included poor coordination within the government,
lack of interaction between the government and the public, and the inability of traditional controls to deal
with introduced fishing methods and equipment.

5
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2.2 The Traditional Fisheries Environment

While this report is concerned with the present state of Yap's reef fisheries activities and management
• environment, it is important to view it as related to Yap's past, or more 'traditional' environment. The

'traditional' environment was, of course, not static either before or after European contact, and it might
be best to view the present simply as the current state of evolution of the traditional environment.

The following summary of Yap's traditional fisheries environment is far from complete, and more

• exhaustive accounts are provided by Falanruw (1982, 1987, 1991), Labby (1976), Lin genfelter (1975),
Sudo (1984), and Ushijima (1987).

2.2.1 Ownership and Control Over Resource Use

Falanruw (1991) provides an ideal background for a discussion of the status of Yap's traditional structure
of authority over marine resources. Included is an account of Yapese social organization relative to the
use of marine resources, summarized through descriptions of tabinaw (estate, or household and associated
resources), village, inter-village relationships, and the hierarchy of authority, including the positions of
pilung (chief), mafen (overseer of tabinaw and its resources) and suwon (overseer of village resources).
Also discussed are the various types of marine 'ownership', which feature claims to specific geographical
areas, habitat types, sites, gears, species, and fishing methods.

Some of the features of social organization relevant to the upcoming discussion are hi ghlighted below:

There were two basic characteristics of Yapese customary tenure systems that provided the means to avoid
over-exploitation:

1) The placing of ownership of reef areas and fishing rights into small groups, such as villages,
tabinaw, and individuals, served to 'privatize' reef resources and probably lessened the danger of
over-exploitation inherent in many common property systems.

Ownership of marine resources was not purely private, but rather subject to hierarchical systems
of control, which may have served to further ensure wise stewardship of marine resources.

Within that framework of ownership and control, specific strategies were employed to restrict fishing effort
and control the distribution of marine resources:

• 1) Reef areas and specific fishing rights were allocated to tabinaw, villages, and associations of
villages according to the political and economic dynamics of the island, featuring shifting alliances
and wars.

Those use rights were broken into small pieces, and included (from Falanruw, 1991):

•	 "Rights to fish in certain geographical areas
Rights to make use of certain habitat
Rights to use specific sites [such as for fish traps]
Rights to own specific gear [such as nets]
Rights to use specific methods

•	 Rights to specific species"

6
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3) Attached to each of those rights were explicit "rules of conduct and obligations for distribution
of the catch" (Falanruw, 1991). In general, the more efficient fishing rights and methods had
stricter rules. For example:

While there were no restrictions on pulling a fishing line while travelling by canoe over another's
reef area, the use of nets was limited to a few times per year in a given area, and was subject to

the authority of various pilung, tamerong (magician), and suwon. The men involved in the fishing
were subject to social restrictions and spiritual rituals associated the activity.

4) Higher-ranking fishing methods (more-efficient methods) were subject to stricter rules of
distribution within the village, and supplied the catch for the exchanges and tributes that probably
helped to solidify the structure of authority and the political relationships among villages (see
Falanruw, 1991).

5) Reef closure practices (such as laso, bungtul, and liu) served to restrict effort.

6) Falanruw (1991) describes the existence of "An ethic of not taking more than one's share, or of
not harvesting all out of deference to social and spiritual sanctions."

2.2.2 Traditional Fishing Methods

Descriptions of traditional fishing methods and some of the rights and restrictions associated with those
methods are provided by Falanruw (1968, 1987, 1991) and Muller (1917).

Before the introduction of motorized boats, monofilament gillnets, and flashlights, Yap's fishermen
employed a much greater variety of fishing methods than at present. It is possible that one reason for
employing so many methods may have been that no single method was much more efficient than any
other, and thus many were used to target relatively narrow niches of the fishery, according to species, reef
area, and temporal cycles. However, many villages had at their disposal what appear to have been quite
efficient gears - notably nets, such as the huge nets used for athing fishing in the channels which provided
many large fish when used. The number of nets was relatively few, being limited to a few tabinaw in
each village or group of villages, and they were used only rarely, perhaps fewer than five times per year
by a given village (interviews). They were used only for community needs such as community events and
obligations to other villages, and their use was strictly controlled by a few individuals. Restrictions on
the use of those efficient gears may or may not have been an intentional conservation measure, but the
result appears to have been to force greater use of other (non-net) methods. Etch, .agal, yinup, and ulung
(types of traps) were some of the methods controlled and used by families or individuals, and they
apparently provided the bulk of a family's day-to-day needs.

2.3 Conservation: Did Traditional Management Work?

One point to keep in mind is that although Yap's customary systems surrounding the use and management
of its marine resources were very sophisticated, those resources were not necessarily managed optimally
or even on a sustainable basis. And even if they were managed optimally, it certainly does not mean that
every individual in Yapese society had adequate supplies of fish or other resources, and indeed Yapese

• customary rights were based on discriminatory access to resources according to the social status of the
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village, family or individual (and it may have been that discrimination that allowed for the sustainability
of reef resources under the heavy population pressures of the past).

Still, Yap Proper's customary systems of fishing rights - based on quasi-private ownership of marine
resources - are appealing (relative to Western common property systems) in their potential to sustain those
resources over the long term.

Communal versus Private Resource Ownership:

While Yap's customary reef tenure systems were not purely 'private', but also subject to hierarchical
systems of control, they did share some basic characteristics of private ownership systems.

Two possible advantages of private ownership systems are: 1) Since individuals or small groups own
the resource, they have a vested interest in conserving it; and 2) Since much of the burden of enforcement
of restrictions is borne by the resource owner, the need for government intervention is minimal.

Two possible disadvantages include: 1) Once a resource is privatized, the concept of stealing exists, and
the burden of control is borne by the owner; and 2) Since privatization limits access to the resource to
certain individuals or groups, allocation of the resource through the entire society may be inequitable.

A Conservation Ethic?

Communities in Yap Proper employed several methods to limit fishing effort on the reef. Those methods
may or may not have been part of a conscious effort to maximize the catch or catch per unit effort, or to
sustain the resource into the future. There has been considerable debate over whether traditional fisheries
management systems in Pacific islands were based on an ethic of conservation - whether the social rules
governing resource use were consciously developed in order to sustain a resource, or whether they were
an unconscious result of social selectivity that served to conserve a resource.

The difference between conservation practices being based on an ethic or not may seem moot, since the

• resource is conserved either way. An important difference, however, might be that a system based on a
conservation ethic may be better able to adapt to changes. That is, a system under which people conform
to rules because they understand and believe in the basis for those rules may have a better chance of
evolving in a positive direction than a system in which individuals conform to rules whose purposes are
unknown, or which have no conscious purposes. And since Yap and many Pacific island societies are
undergoing radical changes, a conservation ethic might greatly help the society in effectively adapting to

• those changes.

3. CURRENT SITUATION

The information offered in this section is centered around the interviews held with Yap's municipal and
village leaders. The purpose of the interviews was to gain an understanding of the perceptions of Yap's
village leaders regarding their inshore waters and the issues and problems surrounding those waters'
resources. While section 3.1 is a report of those interviews, the subsequent discussions are based on other
sources as well, including informal discussions with various individuals, the MRCMP workshops,
unpublished data collected by MRMD, personal observations, and cited literature.

•
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3.1 Perceptions of Traditional Leaders: The Interviews

• Methods: MRMD requested through the Council of Pilung that interviews be held in each of Yap's ten
municipalities to discuss reef fishery issues. Representatives of each municipality attending the meetings
generally included the Municipal Pilung or the Council of Pilung representative, and from three to ten
other individuals. The interviews followed the outline of questions attached as Appendix 1, but the course
of each discussion was generally left to the participants. The interviews, then, were not intended to form
a systematic survey, and the responses among the municipalities are therefore not strictly comparable. In

• some meetings, the participants did not speak for the entire municipality, but rather just for a single village
or group of villages. Notes from each of the meetings are available at MRMD (MRMD, 1991b).
Following is a summary of all the meetings, with responses categorized into six topics:

1) Factors contributing to the collapse of customary rights and traditional controls
2) Identification of specific control problems

• 3) Reef ownership and fishing rights and restrictions
4) Environmental concerns and observations of changes
5) Commercialization of reef fisheries
6) Suggestions for improvement

The codes in the left margin indicate the municipalities in which a particular response was given.
•

M: Maap D: Dalipebinaw G: Gilman

F: Fanif T: Tomil U: Rumung
R: North Rull W: Welooy K: Kanifay

(Meetings were not held in Gagil or South Rull)

Contributing to Collapse of Customar y Rights:

FRDT G	 Lack of respect for property and other fita ('fishing', or fishing rights), and for traditional
authority

	

DT	 Lack of respect for state/federal regulations, such as those regarding turtles, clams and
trochus

R	 The Japanese precedent: rejection of customary rights

R	 The Palaun precedent: commercialization of reef fisheries

MF D	 People - especially young people - "don't care" (ghost nets, wastage, respect, etc.)

	

G	 New gears and methods are efficient at avoiding control

K	 Customary punishment conflicts with State law, so village leaders avoid enforcing
customary controls
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Control Problems Identified:

•
	 FR T G	 Permission to fish only sometimes asked

FR	 "Overwhelmed" by trespassers and poachers

RD	 Fear of trespassers/poachers (ridicule and revenge)

M D	 Reluctance to confront friends/relatives•
T	 Can't control if the controller is equally culpable

R T GU	 Difficult to catch motorized boats

R T	 Difficult to patrol reef during day when people work

MFR G	 Difficult to patrol reef at night when it's hard to see or because young men no longer
hang out in men's houses

R	 YFA fishes without permission both within and beyond the reef

R U	 Excessive fishing pressure from Colonia

F U	 Outsiders [outside of village/municipality] hard to control

R T	 Non-Yapese [including Palauns, Outer Islanders, Filipinos...I especially hard to control

•	 GU	 Have no motorized boats to control motorized poachers

MFR G	 Traditional methods such as etch, yinup and ulung abandoned because of theft problems

Ownership and Restrictions:

• F T New communal fishing patterns: Done by everybody pitching in a net or two, and/or
young people all going out with spears [F], or everybody pitching in a few fish to satisfy
annual obligations to another village and to supply government groups passing through
[F]. [T] does community fishing as a commercial venture for cash.

FR G	 Boundaries no longer respected in practice (no longer a distinction between communal and
private reef areas, or between tabinaw boundaries)

D WGUK Reef closure practices (lasolbungudlliu) no longer attempted

FR T
	

Closure of reef area after death of owner, or for upcoming event (lasolbungudlliu) still

•
	 practiced, but trouble with respect for it

D	 Now the reef owners may not be able to afford nets while people formerly denied fishing
rights do own nets [and so reef owners may actually end up buying their own fish]

WGUK	 Former inter-village exchanges of fish no longer practiced

•
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Environmental Changes/Concerns:

D	 Anenomes have lost their color

T	 Present dredging activity a concern

Less spawning occurring - no longer see all the young fish present in certain areas at
certain times of year

K	 Water is murkier now - siltation problems

K	 Water is shallower now - filled with silt?

On the Sale of Reef Fish: the Sale of Reef Fish:

Only a problem in that heavy fishing occurs during especially good tides - no bungud

(reef closure) or other conservation practiced

R	 A ban on the sale of fish was considered, but deemed impossible to enforce

R W	 It's easy to make money with reef fish, so the problem will get worse - those without jobs
• have incentive to fish for cash, and so there is incentive to ignore traditional lita (fishing

rights)

Only a problem in that heavy fishing occurs during especially good tides - no bungud

(reef closure) or other conservation practiced

R	 A ban on the sale of fish was considered, but deemed impossible to enforce

R W	 It's easy to make money with reef fish, so the problem will get worse - those without jobs
• have incentive to fish for cash, and so there is incentive to ignore traditional lita (fishing

rights)

R	 Yes, it's a problem - "they're selling fish faster than they can grow"R	 Yes, it's a problem - "they're selling fish faster than they can grow"

T	 Communal fishing currently done as commercial venture for cash for villages

G	 People sell fish, but generally only surplus over family needs, so not a serious problem

U	 The demand for fish in Colonia markets is taking away fish from here; it's fishermen
from other places that are taking our fish to satisfy that demand

T	 Communal fishing currently done as commercial venture for cash for villages

G	 People sell fish, but generally only surplus over family needs, so not a serious problem

U	 The demand for fish in Colonia markets is taking away fish from here; it's fishermen
from other places that are taking our fish to satisfy that demand

•

•

S

•
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Suggestions for Improvement:

D	 Education: Re-instill traditional values and knowledge in young

R G	 Council of Pilung should take charge of fisheries management

FR	 Police, other governmental agencies shouldn't be involved in enforcement

DT	 Formulation and implementation of management strategies should be done at as local a
level as possible (reef owners won't appreciate being told what to do by State)

Legislative action could be taken to deal with problems on a state-wide basis, although
enforcement should be left at the local level

FRDTW	 Enforcement should be responsibility of reef owners and other traditional leaders

U Village leaders can and should resolve disputes among villages

U State-wide regulations such as regarding gillnet mesh sizes are a good idea, but villages
will also need help from the State in enforcing any such regulations

U Possibly rotate among the municipalities month-to-month the right to sell fish through
markets

R U	 Possibly have commercial seasons - such as for various species

T	 Council of Pilung or Legislature should outlaw certain traditional punishments (while
leaving enforcement to traditional authorities)

W	 Fines should replace traditional beatings

F	 Use radio to strengthen traditional customs, including fishing methods and traditional
authority structure; also use media to announce reef closures and fishing restrictions

FR WGU	 Gillnet mesh size restrictions good idea

F DT G	 MRMD extension agent and municipal contact person good ideas; MRMD should
participate in village meetings

FRDTWGUK "Fisheries Committees" good idea

FRDTWGU Codification of reef boundaries and fishing rights good idea (although maybe tabinaw
boundaries and all fishing rights not possible to do)

R	 Need some restrictions on commercialization of reef fisheries

R W	 Rotation fallow reef areas a possibly workable strategy

K	 Fisheries matters should start to be discussed on a regular basis in village meetings

12
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3.2 Increase in Demand and Depletion of Fish Stocks

•

•

•

•

•

Data Box 1

3.2.1 Environmental Changes:

Virtually all interview participants noted the depletion of reef fish stocks and other reef organisms'.
Blame for the depletion was fairly evenly shared between over-fishing and pollution.

Pollution was perceived as being to blame at least partly because non-harvested organisms, such as certain
species of shellfish, were observed as being depleted (although it should be noted that the populations of
non-harvested organisms can be profoundly affected by harvesting of other organisms). Specific pollution
problems cited included the use of chlorine for laundry and fishing (although most participants claimed
that chlorine fishing has virtually ceased), siltation from land-based activities, and oil.

3.2.2 Changes in Fishing Activities:

Over-fishing was blamed primarily on the use/abuse of specific methods and gears - primarily flashlight
spearfishing and monofilament gillnets. The increasing commercialization of Yap's reef fisheries was also
cited as contributing to over-fishing.

The use of new fishing gears will be discussed in section 3.3, and in two contexts: 1) How they directly
affect fish stocks, and 2) how i hey affect the traditional management and control systems (which in turn
affects fish stocks by altering the social restrictions surrounding fishing).

The potential problems associated with increasing commercialization of Yap's fisheries center on two
things: 1) Outside demand for reef fish is being met with increasing exports, and 2) the local subsistence
fisheries are shifting towards commercial distribution. These will be discussed further in section 3.4.

2 Fishermen surveyed in 1987 estimated that catches during 1987 were about one half those during
1977 [the fishermen were presumably describing catch per unit effort] (MRMD, 1987a).
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First, however, a central question should be addressed: How is the demand (and thus harvest and
consumption rates) for Yap's reef fish changing?

Many perceive that the demand for Yap's reef fish is increasing (MRMD, 1990a) and thus threatening the
sustainability of reef fish stocks. If the demand for Yap's reef fish is indeed increasing, it may be
attributed to any of several factors, including the following:

1) Increasing population on Yap
• 2) Increasing per capita consumption on Yap

a) Prices of substitutes increasing
b) Buying power (for imports) decreasing
c) Overall consumption (meats) increasing3
d) Response to campaign discouraging consumption of imports

3) Increasing demand from beyond Yap (increasing exports)
4) Increased waste (unwanted fish thrown out or fed to pigs)

Although MRMD does not yet have adequate data to determine which and to what extent any of the above
are occurring, they are questions that can and should be answered soon. Beyond determining if and how
harvest rates are changing, we would also like to know what is driving those changes. For example, a

• weakening of the control system, more efficient gears, increasing purchasing power, or other factors may
each contribute to a greater harvest rate.

3.2.3 Population Shifts

Data Box 2

• Given that the population of Yap proper around 1800 was perhaps six times greater than today (see Data

Box 2), and that imported seafoods and other meats now contribute substantially to the Yapese diet, one
might conclude that the current harvest rate for reef fish can't possibly be higher than in pre-contact times.

3 One individual noted that twenty years ago it was not uncommon to eat a meal without fish or meat
- just taro and copra - whereas now that would be rare for a typical family.
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Similarly, even during the Japanese era, when the population of what is now Yap State was down to 8,439

by 1920, the people subsisted almost exclusively on local resources. Further, since the rate of export of
reef fish may have (until very recently) accounted for only one to two percent of total production (see

• Data Box 7), and assuming that the waste of reef fish is not substantial, either the per capita consumption
of seafood and other meats has either increased dramatically, or the overall demand,fbr reef fish is actually
lower now than during both the pre-American and pre-European contact periods.

• Data Box 3 (from OPB, 1991)

Demand during the last forty five years, however, may well have increased, given that the population of
Yap has increased nearly three-fold. Between 1973 and 1987 a real annual growth rate of 2.0% was
observed within the State, which projects a year 2000 population of between 13,000 and 13,500 (see OPB,

•
1991). Also of importance is the observation that between 1977 and 1987, migration within the State
resulted in a net movement of 534 people from the outer islands to Yap proper (OPB, 1991). Migration
within Yap proper has also been significant, as Data Box 3 shows. Only the two most geographically
extreme municipalities, Gilman and Rumung, showed decreases between 1977 and 1987, probably a result
of their isolation from the urban center and its jobs and services. And although the urbanized municipality
of Welooy experienced a substantial increase, the most urbanized, Rull, did not. OPB (1991) reports a

• leveling-off of movement to Colonia and attributes it to the development of Yap's road system, allowing
easier access to Colonia. This may be reflected in the dramatic population increase in Maap between 1977
and 1987, which was integrated into the road network during that period. The significance of population
movement within Yap proper will be further discussed in sections 3.4.3, 4.4.2 (in terms of

commercialization), and 4.2.3.

•
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In terms of overall demand, perhaps of more importance than population growth projections is that if Yap
State pursues its goal of decreasing dependency on outside sources of food 4, the demand for reef fish will
likely increase in the future, regardless of population changes. Data Box 4 gives some seafood

consumption figures for 1986.

Data Box 4

3.3 Effects of New Fishing Methods and Gears

Data Box 5 (from MRMD, 1987a)

4 One of the main "Development Goals for Yap State" is to "Decrease dependency on outside sources
of supply by increasing local production." One of the goals in the agriculture and forestry sectors is "...

to achieve self reliance in food ... as far as possible in economic and environmental respect." (OPB, 1991,
•	 ch. 2 and 6).
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3.3.1 Effects On Fish Stocks

•
Perhaps the most significant aspect of new fishing methods is that there are few of them being used in
comparison with the past (Data Box 5 provides a rough inventory of fishing equipment in 1986). One
possible effect of shifting to reliance on fewer methods, as suggested by Smith (1991b per. corn.), is that
fishing effort would become more narrowly distributed onto fewer habitats and species, and would vary
less over the seasons, subjecting the targeted species to incessant pressure. In the past, fishing effort
shifted temporally over habitats and species as changes in weather and currents-and seasonal fisheries

• brought out different gears and methods. See Data Box 6 for some relevant data.

•

Thus, the demand for reef fish and overall harvest rates may not necessarily have increased substantially
• over either the last 50 years or the last 200 years, but the fishing pressure may have become more

narrowly restricted onto fewer species, and because that pressure may have become more constant over
time, the yield from any one of those species may have decreased.

Other fishing practices have also changed. Many older men described net fishing expeditions in the past

• where many of the captured fish were released, either because they were too small, or because the catch
exceeded the fishermen's needs. Current net fishing activities display no attempt at limiting the catch by
fish size or total volume.

The practice of releasing juvenile fish or certain species is a mechanism for increasing the selectivity of
a net. Modern gillnet fishing is not very selective in that mesh sizes are generally quite small, they are

• used for seining as well as 'gilling' fish, and no selective releases are made. In addition to mesh size
restrictions, gillnets could be made more selective by restricting times and locations of fishing.

3.3.2 Effects on Traditional Authority

• Both the MRCMP workshop and the interview participants at least partially blamed the breakdown of
traditional authority on the introduction of motorized boats, gillnets, and flashlight spearfishing.

These new methods and gears may be contributing to the erosion of traditional authority and control in
the following four ways:
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1) New methods don't fall within traditional categories of fishing activities and so become effectively
exempt from traditional control:

While explicit and strict customary rules may still control the use of specific traditional fishing gears such
as athing or other nets, the use of modem gillnets may not fit into any traditional category and so no rules
yet exist to control their use. Spearfishing - especially at night - has been relatively recently introduced
and no rules have yet evolved to control it. In fact, interview participants generally claimed that poaching
with a speargun was a less serious offense than poaching with a net, in spite of the fact that the catch
efficiency - or the catch per unit effort - of night spearing is comparable to gillnetting (see MRMD,
1987a). Gillnets, then, at least partially fall into customary categories of control, while night spearfishing
has less of an historical precedent and so only very loose rules of control.

2) While the use of gillnets and spears may be somewhat subject to traditional controls, the degree of
control on each method/gear - or the 'ranking' of each method - no longer matches the fishing
efficiency of that method.

In 1987 it was estimated that night and day spearing combined accounted for 57 percent of the reef fish
catch (44 percent by night), while surround nets and gillnets accounted for only 17 percent (MRMD,
1 987a). The remainder was caught by fish traps, throw nets, scoop nets, and hook and line. However,
the catch efficiencies of netting and spearing did not differ: Catch per unit effort was estimated at
between four and five pounds per person per hour for each of day spearing, night spearing, gillnetting,
and surround netting. Why then, did night spearing account for so much of the catch? That pole spears
and spear guns require smaller investments than nets may have accounted for part of it. That fishermen
are busy at jobs during the day may have accounted for part of it. That it is less risky to poach at night
with a spear may have accounted for part of it. It may also be that poaching with a spear (day or night)
is perceived as being a less serious offense than poaching with a net; and indeed, that was the general
consensus from the interviews. It may be that spearing is considered less serious simply because it is
more difficult to catch poaching spear fishermen than netters. Or it may stem from the past, before the
introduction of face masks and flashlights and spear guns, when netting was the most efficient method and
thus the most restricted method. In other words, nets were highly restricted in the past (and net-related
violations were very serious) because they were capable of depleting fish stocks. Now, even though other
gears have been introduced that are equally capable of cleaning-out a reef, the control systems have not
yet adapted to cope with that reality, and thus those outdated control systems are actually encouraging
flashlight spearfishing - a very efficient method.

3) Modem gears may be efficient at avoiding control:

Capture of a poacher is made difficult if the poacher can flee at high speed in a motorized boat.
Motorboats also encourage fishermen to fish farther away from their own villages. Flashlight spearfishing
is low-profile, and a single fisherman can quickly get into the water, make his catch and leave without
being detected. Gillnets require fewer handlers than the heavy traditional nets, and can be left without
any attendants during the set (although gillnets are more often actively used - either as block nets, seines,
or drive nets).

4) Perhaps most importantly, access to fishing gears has changed dramatically because of Yap's
changing economic structure:

•

•
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Customary fishing rights revolved around limited access to reef areas, fishing gears, and species.
Allocation of specific rights was based on social position, according to the rank of an individual, tabinaw,

•
or village. Ownership of an athing net, for example, may have been limited to a single high-ranking
tabinaw in a particular village. It may have been that only one tabinaw had the economic power needed
to procure the manpower needed to make and use an athing net; that is, access to the more-efficient gears
was really determined by economic position and limited to the few tabinaw having the necessary
economic power, which in Yapese society was largely determined by social position. With the
introduction of Yap's cash economy, which to some degree has broken down the limitations to economic

• power according to social position, more and more people have access to efficient fishing gears such as
gillnets. In short, in the past, only a few people could afford efficient gears; now in some villages every
family owns at least one gillnet. Similarly, spears and flashlights are even cheaper than nets, and so
access to those gears is now open to a very large portion of Yap's population.

In summary, Yap's customary rights and restrictions have not yet evolved to cope with new fishing
methods, and the changing socio-economic environment has opened-up access to both gears and fishing
areas. If over-fishing is occurring, it is due not just to the increased efficiency of fishing gears, but also
to a reliance on fewer gears, and to shifts in accessibility to fishing gears, methods and areas.

• 3.4 Effects of Commercialization

The following discussion assumes a distinct separation between 'subsistence' and 'commercial' fisheries,
the latter in which the fisherman chooses to exchange his catch for cash rather than consume it.
Traditionally, a fisherman or group of fishermen from a village often distributed their catch beyond the
immediate family, usually in exchange for something, whether tangible or not. Part of the distinction,

• then, is really between traditional systems of exchange (based on social position, which largely determined
economic power), and modern systems of exchange (based on economic power, which is now less pre-
determined by social position than previously).

While Yap is developing a sizable export industry based on its pelagic resources, its reef fisheries remain

• exploited primarily for subsistence use. Commercialization of reef resources is increasing, however, and
concerns have been expressed in the MRCMP workshops and the village interviews.

The situation was characterized several times as follows: In the (recent) past, fishermen would sell fish
if they had any extra beyond what their family consumed, but now fishermen will keep for their family
only what they are unable to sell. It was noted that it was not uncommon for a fisherman to sell his catch

• and use the cash to buy canned tuna or mackerel for his family. So although it appears that few. if any,
people are supporting themselves solely through the sale of fish, some fishermen are finding it increasingly
desirable to fish primarily for cash.

The interview participants noted several problems associated with the growing commercialization of Yap's
reef fish. One municipality said that it is easy to make money selling reef fish (relative to other money-
making schemes, such as raising pigs), so more and more fish will be sold in the future. Another noted
that "they are selling fish faster than they can grow." Another said that it is bad to make money off
another person's property (referring to the fact that much of the fish going through the markets is
poached). It was half-jokingly mentioned that poaching would often result in a reef owner having to
purchase in a store his own fish. On the other hand, at least one village actually engages in communal
commercial fishing on an occasional basis - when the community needs funds for some event or project
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(see section 3.1). It was also noted that some fishermen with fishing rights would choose to poach while
fishing for commercial purposes, and save their own fish resources for family use. One municipality
considered imposing a ban on the sale of fish caught in its waters, but decided it would be impossible to
enforce if not done island-wide. In general, the interview participants did not distinguish between exports
and local sales as far as particular problems, although exports seemed to be less of a concern than local
sales.

3.4.1 Exports of Reef Fish

•

Data Box 7

The issues surrounding the export of reef fish arc fairly straightforward: As well as there being a certain
amount of reef fish being sent abroad to family and friends, there is a significant commercial demand for
reef fish in places like Guam. Because that demand can be profitably fed by the fishermen and
middlemen of Yap and because the trade is growing, the pressure on Yap's reef fish stocks is increasing.
Some relevant questions are: I) How much is that pressure increasing, 2) how much pressure can the

resource support, 3) how important is this trade to the economy and the people of Yap, and 4) what effect

•	 is this trade having on Yap's traditional systems of fisheries management?

Data Box 7 provides some preliminary estimates, but, lacking the data to adequately answer all those
questions, a question that has been asked is whether or not commercial exports of reef fish should be
restricted - at least until that information is in hand (see MRMD, 1991a; and Falanruw, 1991).

• 3.4.2 Local Sales of Reef Fish

The participants of both the first MRCMP workshop and the interviews expressed the concern that the sale
of reef fish in local stores and restaurants was contributing to over-fishing and fish stock depletion. The
estimates presented in Data Box 8, although only very roughs , suggest that the local commercial flow

•	 of reef and other fish in 1989 was not significantly greater than in 1985.

5 Although the same questionnaire was used in each of the three surveys, variations in methodology
• (e.g.; different interviewers) from year to year may have resulted in substantial imprecision.
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Data Box 8

Even if the commercial flow is increasing, that increase would only result in an increase in fishing

• pressure if the increased commercial flow of fish is meeting a previously-unsatisfied demand. At least
a portion of any increase in commercial activity is probably doing that, meeting the needs of increasing
tourism and temporary residents. It is also likely that per capita consumption of meat and/or seafood has
increased in the last several decades. However, the bulk of any commercial increase may simply be
replacing subsistence consumption, rather than adding to it. The development of Yap's cash economy has
made it more difficult for wage earners to fish for themselves (lacking time), and easier to purchase

• locally-caught fish (earning cash), and thus has encouraged the development of a local commercial reef
fishery.

It is also possible that any increase in commercial catch is replacing substitute foods, such as imported
fish and meats, thereby increasing fishing pressure. Wage earners lacking time to fish may now be leaving

•	 their canned foods for local fish as commercial supplies increase.

3.4.3 Effects on Traditional Authority

Probably the most destructive feature of small-scale commercialization is not its direct effect on fishing
effort and catch, as noted above, but rather its effects on the traditional structure of authority (and thus

• only indirectly on catch through the loss of control over fishing effort). When consumers are able to
circumvent the traditional controls on access to fish via their increasing buying power, they are in effect
breaking down that traditional structure. If that structure had been effective in conserving the reef's
resources through limiting access, then commercialization can indeed contribute to over-fishing and
depletion of the reef's resources.

• The development of Yap's local commercial reef fishery could be viewed simply as a way of coping with
other elements of the cash economy: The re-distribution of wealth (access to gears and reef resources)
and the increasing heterogeneity of livelihoods (less time to fish for some, more time for others) tend to
encourage a few people to fish for many. That will in turn tend to breakdown traditional systems of
resource allotment and control: Since the traditional system allocated resources in small pieces for use

• by individuals and families, or in big pieces only when a whole community would engage in and consume
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the catch, an individual now cannot catch commercial quantities of fish without violating traditional
restrictions. Population shifts within Yap proper are further strains in that less-populated areas are likely

• to be subject to more poaching (commercial and otherwise). While the population shift towards Colonia
has been reported as having leveled-off (OPB, 1991), the already small populations of Rumung and
Gilman dropped about 25% between 1977 and 1987.

3.5 Traditional Education
•

Many interview participants cited the current lack of respect for traditional rights and restrictions as a
major problem.

One individual outside the interviews described the problem further as: "You can't-respect what you don't

•
know:" alluding to the fact that most young people now are not taught much about traditional rights and
restrictions regarding marine resources. Before the introduction of school, they spent much of their time
gardening and fishing with their parents. They would not only learn the technical skills required in those
activities, but would also be taught about the customary restrictions and obligations surrounding those
resources. It is not a trivial matter for a young person to learn what resources his family owns and what
he will own in the future. The relationships of ownership and obligations to other individuals and villages,

• and the mafen and Suwon connected with those resources were very sophisticated, and an individual
required knowledge about those relationships in order to successfully exploit and care for those resources.
Now, of course, young people spend much of that time in school, learning about other subjects.

•
	 3.6 The Current Enforcement Environment

The interview participants identified various problems relating to their control of their reef resources, and
noted some of the changes that have contributed to their loss of control (see section 3.1):

1) The introduction of gears and boats that are efficient at avoiding control.

• 2) Villages being "overwhelmed" by poachers.
3) Village members lacking time, manpower, and boats for enforcement.
4) Commercialization of fisheries exerting too much pressure.
5) The fear of being indicted for imposing traditional punishment.

Traditionally, fishing-related violations were enforced by confiscation of gears (usually returned upon
payment of valuables), confiscation of land, physical punishment, and other direct punishments. Those
traditional laws, as well as rights to ownership and use of reef resources, are protected under the State
Constitution:

Article III
• Section 2. Due recognition shall be given to traditions and customs in providing a system of law,

and nothing in this Constitution shall be construed to limit or invalidate any recognized tradition or
custom.

•	 Article XIII
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Section 5. The State recognizes traditional rights and ownership of natural resources and areas within
the marine space of the State, within and beyond 12 miles from island baselines. No action may be
taken to impair these traditional rights and ownership, except the State Government may provide for
the conservation and protection of natural resources within the marine space of the State within 12
miles from island baselines.

There may be problems with the latter article in that traditional resource owners may not recognize the
State's right to take what amounts to just about any action short of outright extractive activities in the reef

• waters. Some interview participants complained about the State's commercial fishing activities
encroaching on their resources near the edge of the reef. There is also lots of room for debate on just
what constitutes "conservation and protection of natural resources." Article III is also somewhat
ambiguous, since some traditional punishments, such as beatings, are illegal under Yap State law. No
villages interviewed reported any confiscations of gear of other punishments against poachers in the last
few years.

In addition to direct traditional punishments, Falanruw (1991) notes that:

"On a more subtle level, were social and spiritual sanctions. Social sanctions included community
disapproval of someone who exploited more than his share of resources. It was believed that
individuals could place spells ("ath pag") on others for being so greedy. Spiritual sanctions involved
bad luck ("af machan") befalling a person who was greedy and didn't share or took too much
advantage of good luck."

It is likely that these subtle social and spiritual censures have lost much of their power as deterrents. The
belief in spiritual censures has undoubtedly faded with the adoption of catholicism and other western

• values. If censures such as community disapproval have also weakened, it is probably a symptom of a
weakening of the nug and tha' that in the past served to maintain Yap's hierarchical structure of authority
and to implement its sanctions.

The interviews also brought up several more-subtle reasons why traditional leaders have lost some of their
authority over fisheries matters, or why they are reluctant to exert that authority (see section 3.1):

1) A fear of trespassers and poachers keeps some village members from controlling their reef resources;
fear of revenge and ridicule were both mentioned.

This again suggest that the power of reef owners may now be only superficial, and not backed-up with
• economic power or by inter-village support through the institutions of nug and tha'.

2) A reluctance to confront Iriends and relatives who are poaching.

Again, this points to a breakdown of social censures. An individual cannot effectively control the reef
without the implicit support of the entire society.

3) An individual cannot effectively control the reef against poachers if he is equally culpable.

In other words, there is no "them" and "us"; everybody is taking advantage of the lack of control of reef
resources.
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3.7 Summary of the Status of Traditional Management

While all interview participants and other fishermen interviewed acknowledged that there currently exist
in Yap well-defined systems of reef ownership, fishing rights, catch distribution, dispute resolution and
punishment, it appears that few elements of those systems are actually observed in practice.

It appears that most reef ownership boundaries - at least on the municipal and village levels - are fairly
universally known and accepted. Current fishing activities of both municipal members and of outsiders,
however, routinely ignore those boundaries in that permission is only occasionally asked to fish on
another's reef area, and the catches of such activities are rarely shared with the reef 'owner'.

Traditional restrictions on gear ownership - especially nets - appear to be completely disregarded (or
obsolete, rather, if modern gillnets are interpreted as not falling within those traditional restrictions).

With few exceptions, customary exchanges or tributes of fish between villages, in which most villages
were involved in the past, no longer take place. Further, because fishing trips rarely require more than
four or five fishermen, large-scale distribution of catches on the village level rarely take place (although
some villages are using modern variations of communal fishing; see section 3.1).

• Certain tabinaw or individuals of each village or municipality are still recognized as being responsible for
various aspects of resolution of disputes and infractions of customary laws regarding fisheries. But since
those customary laws have been overwhelmed by recent changes in fishing activities, and because little
control over customary use rights currently occurs, and because some aspects of customary laws - such
as the use of beatings as punishment - conflict with Yap State constitutional law, and because village
leaders seem preoccupied with other, non-sea-related community issues, the customary processes of dispute

• resolution are only rarely exercised.

Still, many aspects of these traditional systems are still universally recognized; they have been set aside
but not thrown away.

4. SOLUTION OPTIONS

The current inactivity of the traditional management system and the limited capability of the State's
management system have left Yap proper's reef resources open to a virtual free-for-all of harvesting
activities. Discussed in this section are various alternatives for reestablishing a system of control over
access to those resources.

4.1 Recommendations from Interviews

A general feeling in the interviews was that the village leaders and members perceived that control over
the use of their marine resources had been effectively taken out of their hands, and that they wanted to
somehow regain that control so they could ensure plentiful supplies of fish and other resources into the
future.

Suggestions varied as to how that control could be regained. All responses were in favor of preserving
Yap's systems of 'private' reef ownership and fishing rights. Accordingly, most responses stressed the

• need to leave the responsibilities of management - from the setting of fishing restrictions to enforcement
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of those restrictions, at as local a level as possible - with the reef owners and the villages. Some,
however, felt the need for substantial support from the State, such as in the form of legislated fishing
regulations, patrolling of reef waters by the State, and the use of the State court system for prosecution.

It was also suggested that the State use its media to help strengthen Yapese customs, to inform the public
about fishing restrictions (customary or new), and to campaign against poaching. There was general
agreement that the villages and municipalities could use technical advice from the State, such as from
MRMD, to assist with their decision-making regarding fisheries matters. That advice might be provided

• through a permanent MRMD extension agent, through MRMD participation in village meetings, or through
MRMD participation in "fisheries committees" - an idea discussed shortly.

One municipality - Rull, has already passed an ordinance limiting gilinet mesh sizes in its waters, although
difficulties with enforcement have been acknowledged.

• 4.2 Management Framework

The basic conflict between maintaining the traditional systems of use rights and involving the State is that
many Pita owners will be reluctant to allow the State to tell them what they can do with their own property
(even if they might like the State to help keep others from treading on their fita). For this reason, it will
be important that any State-sponsored initiatives be as general as possible, to allow for specific
applications of the initiative on the municipal or village level. It will also be important that any such
initiatives originate from the villages, or that consensus is gotten from the villages.

The third MRCMP workshop participants debated the values of 'traditional' enforcement systems versus
'judicial' enforcement systems (MRMD, 1991a). In general it was agreed that larger-scale and 'non-
traditional' activities should be more subject to the judicial system and smaller-scale and 'traditional'
activities more subject to the traditional system. The difficulties in categorizing activities by size or
degree of tradition can be, of course, very difficult. For example, while most fishing on the reef is still
done to satisfy family needs. as it was in the past, the means to catch those fish have changed
considerably. The use of monofilament gillnets and flashlight spearfishing are now the most common
means of catching reef fish, and traditional controls have apparently not yet evolved to deal with those
methods. Several scenarios of enforcement for various activities were discussed in the workshop, some
examples of which follow:

- Each village should be responsible for patrolling its own reef but prosecution should be left to the
State.
All aspects of enforcement of reef fishing activities should be left to the villages, but the punishments
and penalties for various categories of infractions should be set in State law.

- Certain types of fishing gears, such as small mesh gillnets, should be banned, and enforcement of the
ban should be carried-out by the State at the points of entry into the State and/or in the stores where
fishing gears are sold.

- Instead of banning the export of reef fish from Yap (if exports are seen as contributing to the
depletion of reef fish stocks), reef fish exports should be taxed, thereby discouraging exports and
ensuring that part of the proceeds from any exports remain on Yap and benefit Yapese society as a
whole.
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4.2.1 Management Bodies

•
	 State Entities:

The third MRCMP workshop (MRMD, 1991a) addressed the problems of ambiguity and overlap in the
responsibilities of various State agencies, especially between YFA and MRMD. There has been until now
an informal understanding that YFA is responsible for the State Fishery Zone and MRMD with resources
of the internal waters. It was agreed in the workshop that that general division should continue, but that

• the laws mandating those responsibilities be amended to remove any ambiguity and to further define the
agencies' powers and responsibilities in terms of exploitation, management, and conservation of natural
resources. The advantages of joint efforts for some tasks were also q iscussed, such as MRMD sharing
in management responsibilities for the State Fishery Zone and PU& I s i . ring with enforcement. Meetings
are currently being held among various departments of the State to resolve these issues, which may result
in new legislation. Specific management roles of MRMD will be discussed in later sections.

Traditional Hierarchy:

The basic structure of traditional authority - from the reef users to the village chiefs to the Council of
Pilung - seems to be intact and fairly universally recognized. Beyond that, some of the following

• discussions suggest various ways of strengthening the authority of some levels, and further defining their
powers and responsibilities. The Council of Pilung is and should continue to be the formal link between
the traditional and State authorities, although it would seem valuable for State agencies like MRMD and
EPA to further develop their advisory contacts directly with villages, such as through an
education/extension program.

• Fisheries Committees:

MRMD has proposed the formation of "fisheries committees", which would be responsible for various
aspects of reef fisheries management in Yap State. The idea was discussed in some detail during the third
MRCMP workshop (see MRMD (1991a). A similar proposal has been made by the Yap Cultural

•
	 Inventory Group (YCIG, 1991).

The committees would be hierarchically structured, with one central committee attached to each of the two
councils of chiefs. Yap proper and the outer islands would each have a second level of committees, with
one committee in each of Yap proper's ten municipalities.

• A primary function of the central committees would be to set policies and objectives related to the
exploitation and conservation of marine resources. Being attached to the Councils of Chiefs, the
committees would not be empowered with setting or enforcing regulations, but would make
recommendations to be passed either to the State government or to the municipalitites and villages. For
example, acting on the input from the villages (perhaps via the municipal-level committees) and the advice
of MRMD and other agencies, the committees might recommend that the Legislature draft legislation to• restrict the use of certain fishing gears or to restrict the commercial sale or export of seafood. Going the
other direction, the committees might recommend to the villages that certain 'rules of conduct' (non-
legislated) be enforced. This might essentially be a matter of trying to re-institute traditional practices,
such as temporarily closing reef areas or discouraging the capture of juvenile fishes. The committees
might also try to introduce modifications to those traditional practices (some of which are discussed

• shortly), such as helping the villages set up a system of access agreements, or convincing the village
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leaders to adopt relatively serious penalties for poaching by speargun. Another function of the committees
would be to sort out the best way to pursue codification of reef ownership and use rights.

The municipal-level committees would link the villages with the central committees, informing the central
committees of the problems and needs in the villages, and acting on the policies of the central committees.
The municipal committees would be more directly involved in any process of codification or access
agreements, perhaps negotiating agreements and helping to resolve disputes.

• Because of the substantial amount of work needed to re-establish a capable system of reef resource
management, the committees might initially meet monthly or bi-weekly, gradually decreasing to once
every two or three months.

Groups that have an interest in being represented in the central committees include governmental and
traditional leaders, individuals and groups claiming 'ownership' or stewardship of reef waters and
resources, commercial and subsistence fishermen, the local business community, and the public at large.
Technical advice could be provided by MRMD and other State agencies. For example, the Yap proper
committee might be composed as follows:

1. The governor appoints one governmental representative.
2. Another government representative could be the Director of the Department of Resources and

Development, a position which also sits on the Yap Fishing Authority board.
3. One Pilung from the Council, or his nominee, fills one position, which rotates among municipalities.
4. The Council of Pilung selects one Suwon (or 'reef owner') to a position that rotates among

municipalities.
5. Yap's business community selects one representative.
6. MRMD provides one non-voting adviser.

Compensation to committee members was another topic discussed at the workshop, and suggestions
included payment from State monies, or using monies levied from fisheries-related fines that might accrue
to village or municipal treasuries.

4.2.2 Reinforcing Traditional Authority

Regardless of whether or not Yap's traditional systems of authority around fishing were effective in
conserving resources or optimizing production, it is clear that they were very effective in controlling
people's uses of marine resources, and so had the potential of conserving resources and optimizing
production.

While most village leaders appear to retain only minimal control over the use of reef resources, most
leaders interviewed expressed their desire to regain control in order that their marine resources not be
depleted. The benefits of doing so might be substantial, in that reef resources would once again become

• 'privatized' and therefore manageable with minimal intervention from the government. But can that
traditional authority be reinforced if it is no longer based on real economic or political power?

One strategy would be to back-up (but not replace) the authority of village leaders with the authority of
the State. Most duties and powers of enforcement could be left to the village and municipal levels, as
desired by most interview participants, but State law could be strengthened to support those levels, and
to provide a backup for prosecution.

•

•

•
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A first step would be to give the constitutional provisions recognizing traditional authority more bite:
Ambiguities in the constitution regarding traditional law should be removed. This might require that the
legal recognition of traditional laws be amended so that certain types of traditional laws, such as beatings,
are excepted. Alternatively, perhaps the councils of chiefs could provide some guidelines for just what
types of traditional punishments are still appropriate, and to condemn the use of punishments that conflict
with State law. Several interview participants suggested that beatings were no longer appropriate or
necessary.

A second step might be for the State to legislate a framework of punishment or compensation within
which the municipal and village authorities could operate. This might include definitions of broad
categories of fisheries-related violations, each of which might have certain allowable types of punishments
and a maximum penalty or fine. Settlement of a violation, which might center on the payment of
traditional money or cash, could then proceed as it did in the past, but within the State-imposed limits.
The State legal system would he available to hear grievances from either party after attempted resolution
at the local level.

Title 11 of the Yap State Code contains some relevant law:

11 YSC 1102. The penalty for any act which is made a crime solely by generally respected native
custom shall not exceed a fine of $100.00, or six months imprisonment, or both.

First, this provision might be amended to ensure that a person is not punished twice for the same crime -
such as within both the traditional and State legal systems. It could then be amended as noted above to

establish allowable punishments and maximum fines that may be imposed within the traditional system.
Any such legislation might also include provisions on where traditionally-imposed fines may accrue - such
as to the reef owner, the village or municipal treasury, etc...

It also appears necessary to strengthen the atmosphere of authority: A publicity campaign of sorts could
be carried-out to let the public know that the authorities (traditional and State) are serious about enforcing
traditional fishing rights and restrictions. The experimental reef replenishment project might provide a
convenient starting point.

Another strategy would be to increase inter-village cooperation in enforcement. Yap certainly has a
tradition of inter-village alliances in its concept of nug ('net', as in political/social network of villages).
Small communities with little means for enforcement might pool their resources with other communities,
such as sharing boats for patrolling. Perhaps more importantly, the communication network among

• villages (tha') could be used to discourage poaching: A person caught poaching in the waters 01 one
village might be blacklisted from fishing in other village's waters.

4.2.3 Resource Ownership Scenarios

Codification of Reef Ownership and Fishing Rights:

One of the goals (listed as "lower priority") for MRMD specified in the Second Five-Year Development
Plan (OBP, 1991) is to "Codify traditional marine management laws, as specified in the Yap State

•

•
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Constitution6'. (This will be the only way to legally manage Yap's internal waters)." Although
codification has not yet been attempted, MRMD did pursue a preliminary survey of reef ownership and
fishing rights (MRMD, 1987b), the results of which were repudiated by the Council of Pilung. The
constitution does not specify the degree to which traditional laws must be codified (i.e.; how many levels
of law, or detail of laws), and presumably the provision could be legally satisfied by codifying very little
or even nothing at all.

The idea of codification of reef resource ownership was seen as a good one in all the interviews with

• village leaders. Some acknowledged that it would be impossible or impractical to codify tabinaw
boundaries and/or all fishing rights; others thought it would be critical to include all fishing rights in any
such endeavor. As far as geographical ownership, the village seemed to be the most universally important
and discrete and accepted level of reef ownership. Tabinaw boundaries appeared to be sometimes more
subject to dispute, and sometimes less important. Municipal boundaries also appeared to be less defined
and of less practical importance than village reef boundaries. In other words, the village appears to be

• the most important unit of management. A logical course of action, then, might be for the State to pursue
codification of village reef boundaries, leaving each village to continue to handle tabinaw boundaries and

other fishing rights. Codification of fishing rights to species, methods, gears, and to areas outside the
village would be a much more complicated process and probably subject to more disputes. While those
rights could conceivably be given title under State law, some concerns with codification are discussed

• below:

If legal titles to marine resources (be it geographically, or by methods, gears, or species) are parcelled out
to the 'traditional' owners of those resources (the most recent owners), then some individuals or villages
may be effectively shut out from ever gaining access to those resources. In the past, for example, some
villages did not have direct access to many marine resources, but instead relied on relationships with other

• villages to supply them with needed resources. If traditional resource use rights are preserved (and
enforced) without preserving the systems of exchange and distribution that accompanied them, some
villages may be left without needed marine resources.

Any codification scheme, then, should be accompanied with means for ensuring the equitable allocation

I	 of marine resources.

Two things might help to do that: 1) At least some use rights should be freely transferable between
individuals or villages, and 2) The small-scale local commercial trade in reef fish and other marine
resources should be allowed to continue (but regulated).

A possible scenario, then, might be: Village reef boundaries could be codified, which would define (or
re-define) discrete management units that could operate within both the traditional realm and the State's
legal system. These titles may or may not be transferrable, but would be intendecl•for the long term. On
top of those semi-permanent geographical units of ownership, freely negotiable and transferrable rights
to species, methods, gears, areas or time periods could operate, as described in the next section. Finally,
a limited local commercial trade in reef products would help to further ensure equitable distribution of

those resources.

6 Article XV Section 1: "The Legislature shall provide for the codification of traditional laws of the
State within a reasonable time after the effective date of this Constitution."
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Access Agreements:

•
The concept of negotiable and transferrable access agreements to specific fishing rights is only a slight
variation on Yap's traditional systems of resource allocation: A given village might make agreements with
certain individuals or villages for the use of a resource (i.e.; species, area, method, time period, etc...).
perhaps in exchange for a portion of the catch (as traditionally done), money, or some other compensation.

Like a commercial fishery, these types of agreements would tend to even-out the distribution of resources

• to Yap's geographically unevenly distributed population and demand for fish. And allowing unrestricted
transfer of the rights agreements would help ensure that the system keep up with Yap's continually
shifting population and demand. But unlike the small-scale commercial fisheries developing so far,
compensation would be paid to the resource owner. Some agreements might involve commercial
harvesting, and some agreements might simply be formalizations of already existing traditional fishing

rights.•
One problem with this idea would be enforcement. One type of compensation in such an agreement might
be patrolling of the reef by the 'lessees' while fishing. A typical case might involve a relatively
unpopulated village with few if any motorized boats to patrol its reef. While that village might currently
be overwhelmed by illegal fishing on its reef, it might find it beneficial to allow access to a few outside

• fishermen if those fishermen are able to keep out additional unwanted fishermen. The 'lessees' and the
'owners' of the resource would then both have a vested interest in controlling access to the resource, as
well as cost-effective means of doing so. The 'lessee' would not only have an interest in keeping non-
permitted fishermen off the fishing grounds, but if the agreement was long-term it also will have an
interest in conducting its own activities towards conservation of the resource.

• This scenario is essentially the same as how fishing rights were allocated in the past: Fita would he

transferred according to the economic and social dynamics of the island. Only now, the mechanisms for
transfer of fishing rights and control over those rights would reflect the social and economic realities of
today, namely the development of Yap's cash economy and the need to replace the control systems that

were based on community and spiritual sanctions.

These agreements might best be documented on some level - either by the villages, municipalities, or by
the State. One function of the "fisheries committees" described above (probably at the municipal level)
might be to help negotiate and document these agreements, as well as to resolve disputes.

4.3 Management Strategies and the Control Environment

The following discussion will be limited to management strategies that are directly related to systems of
resource ownership and control; that is, how fishing patterns can be changed through changes in the
control environment. Indeed, one of the benefits of re-establishing a control system based on village
ownership of reef resources would be the minimization of the need for government-imposed fisheries

regulations such as restrictions on gears.

The idea is that once the villages or individuals within villages regain control over their reef resources,
they will have the incentive and power to impose their own restrictions, leaving die State's primary roles
in providing a legal framework to help re-establish local authority, and advising in the formulation of
specific management strategies, such as gear restrictions. Any such restrictions that are accepted by all
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of Yap's local authorities (such as endorsed by all ten municipal "fisheries committees") might then he
set into State law (on the recommendation of the central "fisheries committees").

4.3.1 Managing Fishing Behavior

There is little doubt that monofilament gillnets and flashlight spearfishing are more efficient than any
'traditional' methods, which is why they have replaced those 'traditional' methods. But in what sense are
they more efficient? One study (MRMD, 1987a) found etch to have a higher catch per unit effort (catch
per person per hour) than any other fishing method. It must be other aspects of efficiency, then, that
contributed to the abandonment of etch and other traditional methods. They might include investments
of time and labor and other costs, risk factors (such as risk of theft of gears and catch and risk of being
caught poaching), and other constraints to an individual's fishing patterns (such as traditional restrictions
on access to gears and reef resources). With that type of information in hand, a fisheries manager would
then understand why a fisherman chooses to fish with a particular method at a particular time and place
and with particular other people. Efforts at manipulating those fishing patterns towards optimal production
would then be more viable. Section 5.3.2 outlines a type of survey that might be able to gather that sort
of information.

For example, described in section 3.3.1 was the idea that the current reliance on few gear types has
focused fishing pressure onto narrower ecological niches, and that there is now only very little seasonal
variations in pressure. One management strategy, then, would be to encourage the use of alternate fishing
methods (such as traditional methods) as a way to redistribute the fishing pressure over time and over
species. Conventional ways of doing so might include: Limiting the use of gillnets and spear ;guns by
time or area, limiting the sale of fish caught with certain gears, restricting gillnet mesh sizes, or taxing
the sale of certain fishing gears. Other strategies might first take a closer look at why fishermen fish the
way they do. For example, if risk of theft is a significant factor in the abandonment of various types of
traps, then a strengthening of the control environment, by providing deterrents against stealing, might
encourage their use.

Flashlight spearfishing might be preferred in part because night time is the only free time a fisherman has,
or because he can more easily get away with poaching with a spear at night. A fisherman may choose
to poach because there is no point in harvesting his own fish if he can easily get away with harvesting
another's. Or traditional restrictions to net ownership might still be strong enough to effectively force the
use of spears by many fishermen.

Described in section 3.3.2 was the idea that traditional fishing restrictions have not adapted to the reality
of the relative efficiencies of modern nets and spear guns - that those restrictions are relics of the past,
from before the introduction of flashlights and spear guns, when nets were the most efficient and thus the
most restricted gears. One objective, then, would be to somehow infuse into the present control
environment the realities of spearfishing efficiency - that flashlight spearfishing is at least as capable of
cleaning-out a reef as nets, and so spearing-related violations should be considered just as serious as net-
related violations.

411	 4.3.2 Experimental Management Areas
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MRMD has been working with two municipalities in trying to set up an "experimental replenishment area"
on the reef, within which fishing activities would be regulated. With the advice and assistance of MRMD,

• the participating villages will be formulating a management plan for the experimental reef area. The main
objective of the experiment is to first maintain, and perhaps eventually increase, fish stock abundances and
catch rates. The main strategy being encouraged at this point is to limit the use of specific methods -
especially gill netting and spearing - to separate areas, and to rotate allowable fishing methods among
those areas over time. A portion of the reef would be closed to all fishing, and would also rotate over
time. The practice of reef closure has a traditional precedent in the practices of bungud, laso and liu.

A major concern with this experiment will be enforcement. Cooperating villages may be able to control
the fishing practices of their own people, but they may not be able to control outsiders. The project, then,
will be an experiment in control practices as well as in specific management strategies. It was suggested
in section 4.2.2 that the State might have to kick-start the revitalization of village authority and powers
of enforcement. MRMD and the State could assist in publicizing the potential benefits of the project, as
well as the seriousness of fishing violations in the experimental area. Cooperation among participating
villages should be encouraged so that enforcement resources can be pooled.

4.4 Commercialization of Reef Fisheries

As described in section 3.4, increasing exports probably pose a greater threat to the sustainability of reef
resources than any local commercialization. Efforts at tracking the volume and other characteristics of
the export and local trades should continue, as described in section 5.3.

4.4.1 Commercial Exports

While the current volume of trade may not in itself justify a ban on commercial exports, it would
undoubtedly be easier to impose such a ban now before businesses start developing and relying on foreign
markets. Short of a ban, exports of reef resources could be discouraged through taxation, thereby
encouraging the export of pelagic and deep water bottom fishes. Alternatively, exports might be limited

• to certain viable species (although there is little information available to determine which species might
be viable).

4.4.2 Local Trade

• The local trade of reef resources should be further examined to determine its effects on both traditional
controls (i.e.; providing incentives to poach) and on the marine environment (i.e.; its pressures on
particular areas, habitats, and species).

While many individuals favor restrictions on the sale of reef fish, some restrictions may be incompatible
with other aspects and goals of Yap's economic development: If reef fish sales were banned, then

• individuals with full time jobs who formerly purchased locally-caught reef fish might choose to consume
more imported foods instead, or to spend more of their free time fishing (resulting in no net change in
fishing pressure on the reef). Other negative aspects of commercial restrictions would include the cost
of enforcement, the inevitable development of a black market and attendant high prices, and the loss of
business to local markets.

•	 In short, local commercialization of reef fisheries should not be viewed as entirely negative, and indeed
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should be acknowledged as an inevitable and even positive element of the economic course Yap has
adopted: Like Yap's traditional distribution systems, it provides the means for evening-out the distribution
of resources through a socially and geographically heterogeneously distributed population. Still, there may
be some aspects that may need to be controlled in order to conserve Yap's reef resources.

Encouraging the sale of pelagic or deep water bottom species over reef species may be feasible: Short
of banning the sale of reef fish, one way of doing so would be to tax the sale of reef fish. The tax
revenues could be used by the government towards effective management of the resource, or perhaps by

• fishermen or market groups towards effective resource management and marketing.

The sale of certain reef species or methods of capture might also be restricted, such as if it is found that
certain species are being hit especially hard to satisfy the market demand. This would force the use of
other methods and the capture of other species, thereby more-widely distributin g fishing pressure.

Another strategy, similar to the strategy used in the reef replenishment project, would be to rotate over
time the commercial pressure on particular species: The sale of certain species might be allowed during
only certain periods of the year. Unfortunately, that strategy would require fairly elaborate regulations
and substantial enforcement capability, as well as detailed biological information on various species.

• Another option would be to restrict the sale of fish caught with certain gears: If it is determined, for
example, that most fish going through local markets are caught by spear and that much is poached - in
other words, that people use spears when fishing for cash precisely because poaching by spear is easy to
get away with - then it might he practical to ban the sale of speared fish. This might limit the trade to
'legitimate' commercial activities - fishing activities where the fisherman harvests his own resources or
resources to which he has legitimate access, perhaps through the access agreements proposed in section

• 4.2.3. Since this might increase the effective cost of fishing to the typical fisherman, the supply of reef
fish in markets might decrease and/or their price increase, thereby encouraging the sale of pelagic and
deep water species. It might also encourage reef fishing with nets.

4.5 Culture and Fishing

This paper has been primarily concerned with strategies for ensuring the conservation of Yap's natural reef
resources - its physical resources. Other studies, including that one by the Yap Cultural Inventory Group
(see YCIG, 1991), have explored ways of ensuring the conservation of Yap's cultural resources, including
fishing methods and equipment, and the social institutions surrounding fishing. A list of their
recommendations, which have the aim of conserving physical as well as cultural,resources, is provided
in Appendix II. One interesting recommendation was that the reconstruction of etch be undertaken as
village projects for communal use, or that individual owners could construct etch to be used as a type of
supermarket: Individuals could select fish from the etch upon payment of a fee or a portion of the catch
to the owner. A related idea would be to use working etch as tourist attractions. Visitors could be treated
to a meal they collected themselves from the trap.

4.6 Education and Extension

Some of the effects of the weakening of traditional education were noted in section 3.5, including the lack

• of knowledge of traditional fishing methods and the restrictions and obligations surrounding fishing.
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Falanruw (1991) described a related cultural hole that might be filled with an education program:

"Inasmuch as the ethic of not taking more than one's share of fish has faded with weakened concern
over community disapproval and "ath pag", and belief in spiritual sanctions ("af machan"), it is
necessary to re-establish such an ethic based on an understanding of the natural environment. An
educational program would contribute to this."

The Yap Cultural Inventory Group (see Appendix II) also made recommendations concerning education,

• including a proposal for high school courses to teach about traditional fishing gears and methods, as well
as about modern fishing methods and reef ecology. The need for public education about fisheries
regulations was also noted and proposed as a potential function of municipal "fishing rights committees."

In addition to the roles Yap's schools and the "fisheries committees" might play in education, an overall

• education and extension program might best be coordinated by MRMD. Some of the interview
participants mentioned the need for their villages to start discussing sea-related matters on a regular basis
during village meetings, and several invited MRMD to participate in those meetings. Other participants
thought that their villages could benefit from working with an MRMD extension staff. Responsibilities
of an extension agent might include advising the "fisheries committees", working with villages and
individuals on a regular basis, and providing education to the public through the schools and media.

•
5. SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 Management Structure

• The implementation of any of these general recommendations should proceed on an island-wide basis.
Individual municipalities and villages could then work out their own particular strategies or regulations
within that island-wide framework.

Objective 1: The powers and responsibilities of Yap's various State and traditional management bodies
• should be reviewed and re-defined where appropriate:

1) The Councils of Chiefs, with the Attorney General's office, the Legislative Council, MRMD and
other interested agencies and groups, should pursue the formation of 'fisheries committees', as.
described in section 4.2.1 and MRMD (1991a). The committees could take over various
responsibilities of marine resource management - especially policy-making, and might pursue some
of the options listed below.

The mandates of MRMD and YFA should be amended to remove overlap and ambiguity in their
powers and responsibilities, and should be done in a way that reflects and reinforces the current
activities of both (MRMD, 1991a; 4.2.1).

Objective 2: Yap Proper's traditional concept of 'private' fita ownership (with reef areas, fishing rights,
and possibly species being 'owned', or controlled, by small groups, such as specific individuals, tabinaw,

or villages) should be maintained, strengthened, and possibly modified.

I) The Councils of Chiefs, working with the State's legal offices and MRMD, should investigate the
• options regarding codification of reef ownership and various types of use rights. Priority should be
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placed on codification of village reef boundaries, which would in effect create distinct management
areas (4.2.3).

• 2) As a corollary to, or in place of codification, management bodies such as the "fisheries committees"
should explore the possibility of setting up a system in which villages and individuals could negotiate
access agreements to each other's reef resources. The agreements would in effect reinvigorate Yap's
customary systems of inter-village use rights, and would emphasize free transferability of tights, and
might feature surveillance duties as a form of compensation. The agreements could be informally

• done or legally documented, and might be facilitated or documented by the 'fisheries committees'
(4.2.3).

Objective 3: The legal roles of the traditional and judicial systems in enforcement of fishery-related
matters should be reviewed, clarified, and modified if necessary:

1) Current State laws recognizing traditional laws could be reviewed and if necessary amended to
remove conflicts, especially regarding traditional punishments (4.2.2).

2) Alternatively, the Councils of Chiefs could set guidelines for defining just what sorts of punishments

• are now 'traditional', and omit punishments that conflict with State law. These guidelines would
have no legal force but rather would provide a sort of 'statement of intent' to the State and advice
to municipal and village leaders. (4.2.2).

3) The Councils of Chiefs, working with the State's legal offices, could investigate the possibility of

• 
drafting legislation that would guide the imposition of fisheries-related penalties at the villa ge or
municipal level. The legislation could include definitions of broad categories of reef fishery-related
violations, allowable punishments and maximum fines for each category, and perhaps regulations for
the use of fine revenues (4.2.3).

• Objective 4: The power of traditional authorities - including Pita owners, village chiefs, and municipal
chiefs - with regard to fisheries matters should be reinvigorated:

1) Again, the State legal system should be reviewed to make sure it provides strong and unambiguous
support for traditional authority. Although village authorities appear reluctant to use the State system
for prosecution of fisheries-related offenses, the State system should be strong enough and open
enough to provide a deterrent (4.2.2).

2) In order to strengthen the atmosphere of authority, the State could use its media resources to publicize
the seriousness of 'traditional' and 'modem' fisheries-related restrictions, as well as to inform the
public of specific restrictions - again both traditional and modem (4.2.2).

3) Inter-village cooperation in enforcement of fisheries restrictions should be encouraged. Patrolling
tasks could be shared, and strategies such as inter-village blacklisting of poachers could be attempted
(4.2.2).

5.2 Management Strategies
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Objective 5: The use of alternative fishing gears and methods, especially traditional ones, should he
encouraged in order to redistribute fishing pressure over time and geographical areas:

• 1) Strengthen the control environment as described above, to provide a deterrent against stealing, such
as of the catch from various types of traps (4.3.1).

Objective 6: In order to make the use of gilinets and spear guns more subject to restrictions, traditional
controls and restrictions should be modified to reflect the high efficiencies of these new gears:

•
1) Localities might adopt new fishing regulations, either on the municipal level, such as the 2illnet mesh

size restrictions adopted by Rull Municipality, or within the traditional system. Municipalities and
villages should request the advisory services of MRMD to help formulate appropriate regulations (4.3,
4.6).

2) Villages or municipalities should adopt relatively serious penalties for poaching by spear; they should
reflect the high efficiency of spearfishing, especially by flashlight (3.3.2, 4.3.1).

3) MRMD should continue its efforts at assisting villages and municipalities in reef management, such
as through the experimental reef replenishment project, and all other villages should be kept informed

• of its progress and results (4.3.2).

Objective 7: Until better information is available on the status of reef fish stocks, Yap State should
discourage the commercial export of reef fish and other reef seafood products:

1) The Councils of Chiefs, MRMD, and the State's legal offices should further explore options for
• discouraging commercial exports of reef fish, such as banning exports altogether, licensing exporters,

taxing exports, and/or restricting particular species 4.4.1).

Objective 8: The local commercial trade of reef fish and other reef seafood products should be accepted
as a positive element of Yap's economy. Regulation of the trade should be done primarily through the

• same control mechanisms that all fishing activities are subject to, although some special restrictions or
disincentives might be warranted to protect specific species and to ensure adequate supplies of reef fish
for subsistence use:

1) The commercial trade of pelagic and deep water bottom species might be encouraged over reef
species by taxing sales of reef fish, or by the State providing assistance to small-scale, open-water

• fishermen (4.4.2).

2) Bans or other restrictions might be placed on the sale of particular, sensitive species, or on the sale
of fish caught by particular methods, such as spears. Rotating seasonal restrictions on particular
species could help re-distribute fishing pressure over time (4.4.2).

•
5.3 Information Needs

Many of the recommendations listed above, as well as many of the other management objectives of
MRMD and the Marine Resources Coastal Management Plan are based on only very limited data. Some

• of the information needs for the topics discussed here are outlined below:
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Objective 9: MRMD and should continue its efforts to collect reliable catch and effort data on reef
species, and to do stock assessments. YFA should be assessing pelagic and deep water bottom stocks and

• analyzing catch and effort data, perhaps in cooperation with MRMD. EPA should be active in identifying
particular pollution problems and other environmental issues affecting Yap's marine resources:

1) The MRMD experimental reef replenishment project may provide valuable biological data - both
background information and data to document the results of the experimental management strategies
(4.3.2).

•
2) MRMD should repeat and improve upon its 1986 survey of village fishermen (MRMD, 1987a), which

provided estimates on fishing effort and catch by fishing method, over time, and by municipality.

3) The current efforts to clarify the respective mandates of YFA and MRMD should result in the sharing_
of some responsibilities, such as in analysis of fisheries data (4.2.1).

4) Individuals, villages and municipalities should be encouraged to contact EPA for investigation into
any suspected environmental problems (3.2.1).

Objective 10. MRMD should step up its efforts to collect information describing the patterns of

• exploitation, regulation, distribution, and consumption of Yap's marine resources. Other agencies with
which MRMD should coordinate include the Division of Agriculture and Forestry, the Office of Historic
Preservation, Yap Institute of Natural Science, and the Office of Planning and Statistics, as well as visiting

research projects:

1) MRMD's experimental reef replenishment project should provide information on fishing gear
ownership, fishing methods, and other fishing patterns. It might also provide the setting to collect
data on catch distribution and fish consumption (4.3.2).

2) MRMD's 1986 "Fishermen Interview Study" should be repeated, with more detailed questions on
fishing behavior, as noted in section 4.3.1. The survey should attempt to determine why fishermen
fish where, when, and how they do, and try to gauge the importance of factors such as: 1) The
economic efficiencies of various fishing gears and methods (including catch efficiency, investment
costs, recreation and social values, and values of species), 2) Risk factors (including risk of beimg
caught poaching, safety concerns, and risk of theft of catch or gears), 3) Constraints (including social
time constraints, seasonal and other temporal cycles, and traditional and other restrictions to resource
use), and 4) Any conservation or resource stewardship practices. The survey could also attempt to
track the distribution of reef resources - i.e.; how much fish is going to market versus the household?

3) U.C. Irvine is currently involved in an anthropological study which should supply information on
household exchange patterns, including fish catch, distribution of fish catches, fish and seafood
consumption, purchases, sales, and exchanges of fish and seafood, and fishing patterns. MRMD and

• other agencies could benefit by cooperating in the study and sharing information.

4) The ongoing seafood export survey, conducted by MRMD with the cooperation of Air Micronesia
and the Division of Agriculture and Forestry, should continue. It should also attempt to gain better
information on shipments of particular species, and on exports sent via baggage (4.4.1).

•	 5) MRMD's ongoing survey of the commercial flow of fish and seafood on Yap should continue and
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be improved. Retailers, restaurants, and other institutions should be encouraged to keep detailed
records of fish purchases and sales. The source of commercial fish is also of interest - i.e.; how
many fishermen are supplying the bulk of commercial supplies, and where do they fish? (4.4.2)

5.4 Education and Extension

Objective 11: Various entities in Yap, including public agencies and traditional leaders and groups,
should be pursuing ways of educating both the leaders and the public about marine resource matters in
order to help re-instill an ethic of conservation and respect for customary rights, to inform people about
specific management strategies - both traditional and new, and to identify problems and concerns of those
groups:

1) MRMD should acquire an extension staff, perhaps within an overall education and extension program,

•
which could work with villages, fisheries committees, government agencies, and schools. One
function would be to inform and educate those target groups, but an equally important one would be
to receive feedback from them, including complaints and identification of marine-related problems
(4.6).

2) MRMD and other government agencies should be willing and prepared to participate in villages to
• discuss environmental and social problems relating to marine resources (4.6).

•

•

•

•
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APPENDIX I Interview Questions

1) What are the major problems with the reef fisheries?

a) Difficult to control fishing boundaries and rights:
- Motorized boats too fast
- Night fishing difficult to detect

Not enough people around for enforcement; busy , with jobs in town and so on
Lack of interest in enforcement - it's not important enough

• Lack of respect for authority
- Reluctant to confront/cause problems
- Problems with revenge

Other reasons

b) Difficult to resolve boundary/rights disputes:
Boundaries not well-defined
No organized way of resolving disputes or imposing penalties

c) Fish stocks are declining / it's more difficult to catch fish / there's not enough fish to go round:
People fish too heavily

- More people fishing/owning nets
- Damage to reefs (physical damage, siltation, etc...)
- Other reasons

d) Sale of fish versus subsistence consumption:

- Is the selling of fish a problem (local or exports)?
- If so, how?

e) Other problems/issues

2) Traditional Management Methods

a) Does the village currently (versus in the past) impose any restrictions on fishing methods or areas
to be fished?

Restrictions on village members
Restrictions on non-village members
Restrictions on spearing or nets or other methods
Temporary area fishing ban for upcoming ceremonies/events
Area bans after an individual's death

- Other temporary bans or limits

b) How have modem equipment (motorized boats, nets, etc...) and introduced methods been dealt
with as far as resolvin g. disputes?
- Have they caused particular management problems?
- How have those problems been dealt with so far?

c) Who currently makes decisions on marine/reef matters on the following levels?
Individual level

- Village level
- Municipal level

• d) Who traditionally made those decisions?
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e) Who resolves disputes over ownership boundaries, fishing rights and methods?
- Individual land/reef owners

Village Chiefs/Municipal Chiefs
Municipal police/court system

t) How are fishing violations dealt with?
- Compensation/punishment between individuals

Compensation/punishment between villages
Compensation/punishment decided by municipal courts

3) Ways of improving the situation:

a) Should specific gears/methods be banned or restricted?
- Gillnets (ban, or limits on mesh size, areas, or species, or time?)

Night spearfishing (ban, or limit on area, species, or time?)
- Other methods/gears

b) Should bans or restrictions be placed on specific areas or species?
i.e., fallow areas rotating every 6 mos. or so
i.e., bans on specific species or restrictions on certain species by numbers or size

c) Should commercial exports of reef fish from Yap be banned?

d) Should the local sale of reef fish be banned or limited?
If so, how?

e) Should ownership boundaries and fishing rights be resolved and documented?
Should boundaries and rights be put into state law? (it could be done at the municipal,
village, and/or tabinaw levels)
Is codification of traditional rights/boundaries worth the trouble, given that it may cause
further disputes/conflicts that the community will have to deal with?
Or should boundary and rights issues be left to the municipality or village?

t) Who should be in charge of enforcement of fishing restrictions and of resolving boundary and
fishing rights disputes?

Reef owners
- Village, municipal chiefs

Government entities such as MRMD, municipal, state police, municipal and state court
systems
Other

How should MRMD and other state agencies fit into the regulation of fishing activities?
Should village and municipal-level groups be formed to help regulate fisheries activities?
These groups could be made up of those individuals traditionally responsible, plus
additional members, as well have ready access to technical advice and guidance from
MRMD and other state agencies. Responsibilities of these committees could include: 1)
the setting of fishing rules and regulations, 2) resolving disputes and imposing penalties,
3) enforcing boundaries, fishing rights, and regulations, and 4) gathering catch data from
fishermen.
Or should MRMD and the state stay completely out of reef fishery affairs?
Or should MRMD and the state effectively take over control of reef fisheries, including
setting regulations, and enforcing boundaries, fishing rights, and regulations?
Other ideas?

g)
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APPENDIX II Recommendations from Previous Studies

• A) From Falanruw (1991):

1) Maintain and formalize prohibitions against commercial export of inshore marine resources
2) Regulate the use of new fishing methods such as spear fishing, fishing with flashlights at night, and

the use of monofilament nets. The Yap State Constitution is supportive of traditional regulations and
traditional measures for the limitation of such activities existed at least to the extent that:

• a) the use of spear guns and monofilament nets could be limited to individuals having fishing
grounds.

b) catches from large nets could be limited to meeting community objectives
c) areas could be closed to fishing by applying the practice of "laso"

3) The Municipal police system, which serves both the traditional social structure and the current day

•
legal system could be involved in the enforcement of the above.

4) Inasmuch as the ethic of not taking more than one's share of fish has faded with weakened concern
over community disapproval and "ath pag", and belief in spiritual sanctions ("af machan"), it is
necessary to re-establish such an ethic based on an understanding of the natural environment. An
educational program would contribute to this.

5) Trial closing of some areas to fishing to allow for an increase in fish stocks should be carried out to
test and demonstrate their effectiveness.

B) From YCIG (1991) (comments in brackets have been added):

* The Council of Pilung could help by exercising their authority to prevent unauthorized fishing, overuse,
and misuse of fishing waters by creating fishing rights committees in each of the municipalities. These
review bodies would be comprised both of suwon e day [overseer of the sea, or of fishing] and
government personnel from Fisheries and Marine Resources.

Disputes over territorial borders of individual suwon e day need not be resolved before this committee
is formed. (Indeed some suwon e day would probably sit on two or more committees since traditional
boundaries do not always intersect modern municipal boundaries). The purpose of these committees
would be to institute reforms in the traditional regulation of fishing in order to.make it more relevant
to current realities.

The fishing rights committees would create rules regarding fishing methods, and institute methods of

• policing fishing grounds to insure that these rules are being followed.

* These committees could require fishing and diving permits by those who use Yap's coastal waters.
These funds could be used for educational activities, policing efforts, or other relevant activities.

Through reinstituting some sort of village and municipal-based control over coastal resources would
• appear to be a good way to insure that the areas are policed adequately. While there is a role for the

central government to play in this process, it seems that it is much more appropriate for those who
traditionally controlled these resources to have their authority reinforced by government agencies.
Combining traditional suwon e day with governmental personnel, knowledgable about Yap's fishing
resources, would seem to be the best thing to do at this time.

•	 Basing the committees in the municipalities will help to ensure local involvement in the preparation of

•
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appropriate and specific regulations, and also those municipalities that are concerned about their
resources can exercise immediate control over their regulations. Government personnel from fisheries

• or marine resources need to be involved in an advisory role, providing technical expertise as needed and
acquainting the rest of the committee menbers with results of modem research on the reef's ecology.

During the initial phases when new regulations are being established, the committees might meet two
or three times a month. After that, meetings may occur no more than once every month or two.

[The Council of Pilung currently has no authority to regulate fishing activities (or to otherwise restrict the
freedom of individuals) within the State's judicial system, and so does not have the authority to create a
management body that can regulate fishing activities. The Council and the committees could, however,
recommend 'rules of conduct' to be observed by community members that would not necessarily be
backed by State law. They could also recommend management strategies to the State legislature, which
could then put them into law.]

* The traditional enforcement capabilities of suwon e day needs to be reinforced and respected. Their
power to confiscate fishing equipment and boats, and to have offenders ritually beaten is still legal under
the Yap State's current laws. This inventory's informants reported that they knew of instances where
this occurred on the frequency of at least once or twice a year.

•	
[Although traditional law is recognized the Constitution, bodily assualt is punishable by other State law.]

* It is important to provide new incentives for suwon e day to police their reef areas. Traditionally, when
the men would spend much of their time in the faluw [men's house] by the shore, even sleeping there,
it was very difficult for individuals to get away with fishing in areas to which they did not have rights.

• But, nowadays most men spend their days in town and their nights at their homes in inland areas.

In order to provide the same type of surveillance of the reef area that was common during traditional
times, some sort of incentive might be helpful. for instance if the suwon e day and others in the village
received financial benefit for insuring that no one without rights fished in their waters, then surveillance
activities would become more common.•

[It might be conceivable that village members would find it worthwhile to compensate suwon e day or
other individuals for patrolling their reef. However, there would be little point in having the government
compensate the reef owners. Indeed, one of the main advantages of a private reef ownership system is
that the owners have an interest in investing effort into controlling the use of the resource, minimizing the

•
need for government intervention. If the reef owners and users don't find it worthwhile to do so, then
it might be better to let the reef become common property with open access, and to let the government
take over the burden of control. So although monetary compensation to reef patrollers might be
appropriate, it would best come from within the community that uses the resource s- such as directly from
village members or from fines collected from fisheries violators.]

• * Public education regarding of fishing regulations could also be one of the functions of these fishing
rights committees. Topics for education could also include the law which was recently passed law
banning fishing with poisonous substances such as chlorine.

It is essential that as many people become aware of the new regulations as possible. The more allies
the fisheries committees have, the more effective they will be in enforcing the regulation. Also, another
suggestion might be to offer rewards to those who help to enforce the regulations. Funds for the
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rewards could come from fines collected from violators.

• * Should the establishment of the fishing rights committees not be viable, it would help if the Council of
Pilung work in conjunction with Fisheries and Marine Resources to at the least issue a set of regulations
restricting the use of modem mono-filament nets. Fishing with these modem nets could be prohibited
except during certain open fishing periods, perhaps once every six months or so. Alternatively, these
nets might be better banned except on certain occasions to be announced by the owners or the fisheries
committee responsible for that area.•

* Regulations should also be issued regarding the practice of flahslight fishing. Unfortunately this is
probably the most difficult type of fishing around to enforce regulations over since it takes place at night
and the fishermen spend most of their time underwater.

* People need to be encouraged to use more ecologically sound fishing methods such as the traditional
stone fish weirs and bamboo fish traps. One way to encourage these fishing methods would be to tax
all other methods by requiring permits for them, while at the same time permitting the use of the yinup
in all areas.

[While it seems clear that spreading fishing effort over more methods would be advantageous, and taxation

• would be a plausible way to do so, there is no evidence that stone fish weirs are more "ecologically
sound" than spears or gillnets. If, for example, stone traps somehow became more cost efficient to use
than gillnets or spears (such as through some breakthrough in construction methods), we might find the
reef suddenly covered with enough stone traps to quickly devestate fish stocks.]

* The reconstruction of aech [etch, or stone trap] could be undertaken as village projects for communal
use. Or several could be constructed by owners and used a type of supermarket where individuals could
select fish from the aech upon paying a small fee or giving a percentage or number of the fish to the
owner.

* Electives should be offered by the cultural heritage studies program at the high school for subjects such

•
as fish trap making, and traditional fishing methods and techniques. These could be combined with
course work on modem fishing methods, water safety, boat maintenance,and reef ecology.

•

•

•
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